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P R IN T IN G IN CO LO R S A N D B R O N M N O
w ill receive prompt attention.

people. Not a happy life, nor God, nor er to ask tlie child for her confidence, Ixitty doctor of the village happened to pass at Augusta nnd Sheriff Libby of Kennebec,are
A L L SORTS.
h a rd e n
bad disappeared. A few moments later, the moment.
heaven.
wo indebted for the prevention of blood he
“ No, she is not dead,” he said, after ex
After supper his mother followed him the girl went down the road in her clean
I
think
of
thee, dear William,
out.
dress and sunbonnet. I t was but a trifle, amining her. “ Great exhaustion. It will ing spilled in the streets of Augusta since
And I long to hear from y o u ;
B r ie f articles, suggestions,and results o f experience
" William,” she said, desperately, “ how yet it stunned the jaded woman, as a sharp be a long illness. Sho must have rest and the 7th of January.
For S a le, or To L e t !
I Kissed H er.
Send me a missive, won’t yon, please,
relating to Farm , Garden or Household management
careful nursing."
many years will it be before -you can buy blow would have done.
Oh, come now billet doujc.
FIE Subscriber offers for sale or to let, his K ILN
invited from o u r readers interested in such matters.
Ixitty
stepped
forward.
“
She
will
have
the
lots?
”
The
other
farmers’
daughters
kept
up
and W H A R F on CROCKETT F O IS T , Bode,
COMING R IG H T ALONG.
BY JACK FROST.
land. T h is is one of the best and most desirable privi
A troublesome tick— Lnna-tick.
“ Years? The lots! ” in unfeigned nmaze- perpetual, vulgar flirting and secret court both. Mr. Burke, will you carry her to
From the Maine F ar mar.
leges for the manufacture and shipment of lime in this
ment.
“
I—how
on
earth
can
you
underMrs.
Wright’s
across
the
road?
She
has
ships.
But
Letty
was
her
own
one
ewe
Having
read
Mrs.
Browning’s
“
Kisses
and
K
iss
‘■
‘
The
Lovers'
Telephone
”
is
thenamc
of
city. The Kiln is in good order, with a tight shed and
Our acts make or mar us ; we are the
CHANGE OF D IE T .
promised to give me a room."
iand business.
iamb, delicate and pure.
everything in readiness lor operation. It is easy of ing,” in which she relates her experience “ when first
a little contrivance, now being sold on the
access and the w harf has a good and sufficient depth
kissed her,” the author attempted to apply the lines
It was the first time she had ever spoken
Mr. Burke, coming over the fields that
Tlie crowd about her were so stunned at streets, by which sounds are transmitted children of our own deeds.
o f w ater, and is a safe place to lie at in rough weather.
An occasional change or alternation of
his Bettie, a new acquaintance. T he disastrous in this way.
afternoon with his hatchet and bag of speci the child’s action, that they did nothing to along jt cord attached to two cylinders, nnd
nd further particulars, apply to the suhCrying behind a handkerchief cannot diet is so agreeable to both man and ani
cribe
result is appended below :
I don't know. But I am afraid I mens, was amazed to see Letty standing on oppose it.
supposed to be very effective in mitigating be called a masked ball.
JO IIN W . HUNT.
mals and so essential to their health, that
will not llvo to see it. It is so long—"
Mr. Burke promptly lifted the thin figure
tile road in earnest conversation with a
TIMIDITY.
ravated cases of “ Stern parient.” A
She went back to the kitchen. The dish- man. ** A coarse, red-jawed, beery fel in iiis arms, nnd had laid her in the bed in young lady on Post street was in the habit
The only housework some’girls do is it should by no means be neglected. That
W hen I first kissed her
69 stood untouched upon the table, and lit low,” was his angry verdict. The fellow Mrs. Wright's shaded spare room, before of eluding the lynx eye of her father hy when they begin to dust around after a the propensity is strong in man. needs no
I leaned me to and snapped as eagerly and as quickly
illustration nor argument to prove, because
tle
Betty
was
seated
on
the
steps,
a
basket
talked
long
and
earnestly.
Then
took
William bad recovered his senses.
dropping one of these inventions from the beau.
As a gosling would seize a fly—
it will be admitted by nil. That a change
of red peaches beside her, which the board Letty's band and pressed it fervently.
* Don’t you see how disgraceful this third story side window every night, nnd
Accursed lack!
is essential to health is so often exempli
er
brought
down
from
his
room.
looks?”
tSophy
cried,
shaking
him.
“
Your
Burko
turned
his
back
on
them,
and
struck
“
W
iggins,
are
you
fond
o
f
fish
holding
sweet
converse
with
her
adored
but
My maiden effort confusedly half fell upon li?r ear
He was a young man, a teacher in a V ir across the hills. The girl's mother should mother turned out. What will folks say?” financially ineligible sweetheart, who stood b a lls ? ’ “ Fish balls! I never attended fied in practice, that every one ought to and
T he other half missed fire entirely;
most do understand it. It is evidenced by
ginia country school, who had come up to hear of this at once, he said to himself, de
He hurried after Letty. scolding and or on tlie pavement below. The other night one in my life.”
And I in anguish drew away,
tlie fact that persons long confined to the
these hills geologizing in his summer va cidedly. Then ho slackened his. pace. dering them back. But Letty did not ans- Governor ” happened to notice a mysteri
Part frightened at her, more at myself,
cation.
To act upon a determination made in same diet, are much more liable to take on
What was it to him ? Why should he vox erhim.
And trembling like a black-and-tan in June.
ous cord that passed his window, and an in
disease than are those who indulge in a
himself
about
this
girl
?
Or
meddle
in
her
I
brought
them
front
the
McBride
farm,
Mrs.
Wright
will
charge
boarding.
vestigation
discovered
the
little
arrange
anger
is
like
em
barking
on
a
vessel
dur
AVIDITY.
variety. I t is illustrated in cases ol men
Mrs. Taney,” lie s a id . “ They are a very love aflairs ? He went slowly back to the D’ye hear?”
ment. He deftly attached another string ing a storm.
W hen next I kissed her
who are confined to a limited variety of
common
kind
in
the
Shenandoah
valley;”
hills.
But
the
blood
rushed
with
a
strange
“
I
shall
pay
her,”
said
Ixitty.
qnietly.
iiis
car,
en
half
way,
and,
applying
it
to
V E R Y B E S T P E A C E T O B U Y I clasped her gently yielding form to mine,
food during a protracted sea voyage, and
handing
them
to
her.
Speaking
of
tlie
bill
for
civil
marrtbeat
through
his
veins.
Mrs. Taney's illness lasted for weeks joyed an affectionate interview then in
pressed my blonde moustatche unto her peachy
especially in case of soldiers in the army
Mrs.
Taney’s
thin
features
grew
warm.
In
an
hour
Letty
was
back
and
at
work
ages,
a
lady
writes
to
Punch
in
behalf
progress.
William’s
wife
smoothed
the
matter
over
cheek—
IK O N & S T E E L , Chains and Aftchors,
who are for a long time obliged to subsist
“
I
remember
a
tree
just
{like
these,
at
with
redeubled
vigor,
to
make
up
for
lost
Would
it
be
safe
for
me
to
call
to
of civility after marriage.
to the community as best she could. “The
O, rapturous applause
daily upon the same kind of rations.
B L A C K S M IT H S ’ Stock and Tools,
home,” she said, “ by the old mill. My time. Her mother scanned her innocent, Wright honse was more quieter than hers. morrow ? ”
I closed mine eyes and drank the sweetness in,
This being the case, it becomes highly
He
who
puts
a
bad
construction
upon
meek
face,
with
a
breathless
terror.
old
nurse
used
to
hold
me
up
to
null
them
•
Yes,
Charlie,”
vibrated
an
JEolian
whis
As
from
an
orange
ripe
an
urchin
would
She was willing to pay the boarding to in
C O R D A G E and Ship Chandlery,
for myself.”
Surely there was no guilt there. Sho sure comfort to dear Mother Taney,” etc., per from above.
a good act reveals his own wickedness important that we should multiply around
The nectar take. ’Twas sweeter than the breath
us as great a variety ns possible, of frail s,
C A R R IA G E B U I L D E R S ’ Supplies,
Your little girl tells me you came from would not doubt her; she would not ask a etc. Secretly she rejoiced to escape the
“ When do yon think the old beast will a t heart.
Of honeyed flowers—then anything, indeed I know,
garden vegetables and field crops, and to
Fauquier county. It is a fine country.”
qn istion.
be out? ”
The crystal river of Chicago barred.
C A R R I A G E Trimmers’ and Painters’ Goods,
trouble of the sick woman.
A little girl, watching a conjurer “ eat select for that purpose the best known
I t is the most beautiful in tile world,”
**I have dressed the table with flowers,”
In about two seconds with a club!”
When Mrs. Taney was able to comedown
S H I P Spikes,"Oakum, Taints,
RAPIDITY.
said Mrs. Taney.
the mother said, “ and made a cake—a real to the porch of the cool farm house for tlie was the startling response, and the way the fire,” asked her sister if tiiat was “ the kinds which should also be constantly im
F I S H E R M E N S ’ Fittings,
"When last I kissed her—
She stopped and went in hastily. She bride’s cake. I hope William won’t bo first time, she sent for William and his wife. old gentleman jumped for the hall door light fantastic tow ” which she had heard proved by means of culture nnd foundation.
And the improvement here referred to has
W e stood upon the portieo, one leafy night in spring! felt the tears choking her. She could hear angry.
But this is so different from wed The doctor was there, and Mr. Burke nnd would have been very effective if it had spoken of.
Q U A R R Y M E N ’S Stock and Tools, Pow der, etc.,
been lliiglily satisfactory during the past
Unseen we were, thought I, save by the stars above— Mr. Burke tell the child that his school was dings in Virginia. Oh, Letty, if you and I
N A IL S , G L A SS, Taper, Paints,
Judge Wright, nnd little Letty and a man been half as speedy as the gait at which
Alas, sad memory!
Tlie editor who kissed his sweetheart few yearq, almost every season bringing to
in Fauquier, and that lie had often passed could only go to tho old house and sleep whom Mr. Burko at once recognized as tlie young man outside left for the adjoining
our notice, new species and hew varieties,
G U N S, R E V O L V E R S , Cartridges, etc.,
H e rparient In ambush lay; jnst as I stooped to press her grandfather’s house. It was for sale for one night in tho room which was mine
saying:
“
please
exchange,”
is
believed
ward.—
Exchange.
the fellow,” and so he turned his back on
her lips,
now, with a dozen acres about it; would when I was a child. I think just that little him contcmpttously.
not to have exceeded the proper “ liber especially in tlie way of fruits and vegeta
G A L V A N IZ E D Spikes, Nails, Blocks, Row-Locks
bles. Take for instance, the potato, how
H is foot pressed me, and, like a panther at the pier,
sell very cheaply, no doubt. Land had thing would give me years of life.”
ties
of
the
press.’’
You’ve
got
quite
a
color.
Mother
Tan
Hoop Iron, etc.,
I headlong plunged adown the stairs. H is other foot depreciated since the war. “ A quiet, com
The W atch Trade.
many varieties have been propagated, been
** There they come,” cried Ixitty, as the ey,” said Sophy. “ You’ll soon be ready to
meanwhile
C A R P E T W E A V E R S ’ Twine and W arp,
I t is believed that Jacob was the first popular for a time and ttien deteriorated,
fortable little homestead, too,” he said,/* as big Crawford carriage was seen dashing up come over. Help with the canning, eh?"
Was not in idleness, alas! Loud, as I clomb the ga r any in the State.”
A fond parent in'Brooklyn, whose daugh Indian agent, for the Bible represents within the past few years. In the same
the
road.
She
grew
very
pale
and
shrank
S A IL O R S ’ Qil Clothes, Hats and Bedding,
Mrs. Taney,” said tlie doctor, gravely,
den gate,
jlrs. Taney paused in her work.
back. Tlie girl had always been afraid of needs a long season of rest before her health ter was approaching her eighteenth birth him as say in g : “ Lo, I have served manner, other edible plants and fruits in
I heard the watch dog’s honest bark in full pursuit!
G R O C E R IE S , Sugar, Pork, Beef, Molasses and
great variety, have been produced from the
’• Oil, if I could only show it to Letty,” brother W illiam; and his wife she suspect is restored. I have recommended a change day, ascertained that a handsome watcli thee many years.”
same species, with which we are supplied
was what sho wanted for a present. He
Flour,
she said to herself. “ The dear old farm. ed, would be as hard a ruler and a more of air, a journey—”
had a friend in Maiden lane who selected a
A Man w ith an A im.
An individual who called h i s ’first almost throughout the year. Nothing can
The sunny porches, and the Bourbon roses, vulgar one.
-A T William exchanged alarmed glances watcli and chain with great care, nnd the
be more obvious upon comparing original
and the great oaks centuries old.” She
But Mrs. Taney led her to tho porch.
daughter
K
ate,
when
his
wife
surprised
with his wife.
Give me'a’man with an aim,
birthday gift was received with many ex
species with their new varieties produced
never had spoken of her old home to her
“ You must welcomo them, Letty,” she
“ Why yon must take us for millionaires, pressions of delight, One night soon after him with another girl, promptly chris by culture, thnn that we, by means of cul
2 0 5 M a in S tre e t,
W hatever the aim may be,
other
childen,
but
to
Letty
she
had
talked
said.
doc.’
she
cried.
Change
of
air?
Journey?
tened it Duplicate.
W hether it’s wealth or w hether its fame,
ture. enjoy a vegetable food far in advance
of it often when they were alone. Letty
Tho bride watched them from tire carriage That sort of prescription suits city—tine la ward the young lady forgot to wind up the
I t matters not to me.
“ T h at’s a frustrate idea,” said the of that witli which our forefathers were
was like herself, the others were all Taneys. window, with keen, jealous eyes. Her dies. But farmers’ wives, who have to earn watch nnd in the morning the hands and
Let him walk in the path of right,
,
wheels were motionless. She was fright anxious father, when he shrewdly ad able to supply themselves.
She
came
to
the
door.
father
had
given
her
a
hint
as
to
her
future
A nd keep his aim in sight,
their living, can’t take time for such folde- ened and took it for granted that she hnd
The disposition of domestic animals to
“ Do you know, Mr. Burke, if there is an course.
vised how to prevent the anticipated
And work and pray in faith away,
rols.”
used the watcli carelessly and that some elopement of his daughter.
change their lood is well known to those
old
negro
on
the
place—a
gardner?
”
“
You’ve
made
a
good
match,
Sophy,”
W ith his eyes on the glittering bight.
Tlie doctor would have answered, but
who have become familiar with their hab
“ Uncle Tod? Oh everybody knows the he said. “ Bill Taney’s got as long a purse Ixitty put hcrhrndon bis arm. There was thing was broken inside. She did not like
its, and that an occasional alternation is in
Give me tliejman who says,
old man. And his stories about the Cleve as any man in the county, and the farm's a faint pink on her cheek, and her bluo eye to say anything to het father about it, but
“ I will do something well,
dispensable
to their health, has been dem
going to a Fulton street jeweller the next
lands, do fambly, as he calls them.”
comfortable. But the old woman an’ her sparkled likg steel.
FEBRUARY MAGAZINES,
day asked him to look at the watch and see
A nd make the fleeting days
onstrated by repeated experiments. How
“ We were the Clevelands. And old Tod da’ter’ll be a drawback. They’ll try to ride
“ Fortunately my mother,” she said gent
A story of labor tell.”
T he F ebkvahy Atlantic is anotable numlwr, eagerly will cattle which have been fed for
is really livingyet? ” She laughed for the over you rough-shod, likely. Just take ly, “ is not in such a strait. I have made what was the matter with it. The jeweller
Though the aim he has he small,
in addition to its new quota of 144 some time on good hay, seize upon straw
first time in a year.
your stand at once. I-et ’em sco you will arrangements for her to tnkc the journey. took it, put a magnifying glass before his containing,
I t’s better than none a L all;
*
eye, opened the case, touched the wheels pages, a Supplement giving a full account of the or marsh hay for a day or two just for a
When Letty had gone in, Mr. Burke be mistress in your own house.”
We are going, to-morrow to Vitginia.I have witli a pick, nnd remarked that it needed Holmes Breakfast, with the speeches, poems, and change of diet. In the winter feeding ol
W ith something to do the whole year through,
paced
up
and
down
the
porch.
He
was
a
letters
of
that
very interesting occasion. Several
5“
Trust
me
for
that,
papy,”
said
Miss
bought tier old home, and we shall live cleaning, as it was very dirty. On inquir new chapters are
He will not stumble or fall.
given of Mr. liowelis’s serial, stock, care should bo taken to frequently
manly, large-naturcd young fellow, and his Sophy.
DEALER IN
there. She will have a long change of air.” ing tlie cost of such an operation she was “ The Undiscovered
Country,” and it is safe to say change the diet, alternating with the va
But Satan weaves a snare
heart ached with pity for the poor, pinched
Tlie
whole
Crawford
family
had
accom
William turned ghastly pale,
that any one who fails to read it loses some of the rious kinds of dried grasses, so far as prac
C o a l, W o o d , H a y , C e m e n t,
told
it
would
be
S2.30.
Tho
young
lady
F or the feet o f those who stray,
lives of this child and her mother. All- he panied her, to see how sho would hold her
delightful of current reading. Mr. Long ticable, and straw.
“ Bought? What money had you
The same rule should
wa3 amazed, Tor she had had the watch only most
W ith never a thought of care,
S a n d , H a i r , e tc ., e t c .
conld do to show them kindness, was to ground.
fellow's poem, “ Helen of Tyre," in the measure
“
Her
own
share
of
tho
estate,”
said
W here the path may lead away.
lend books to Letty, which she devoured
When poor Mrs. Taney stopped forward, Judge Wright, calmly. Ixititia is of age three days and was reluctant to believe that of “ Sandalphon,” is one of the most pleasing be observed in feeding provender, alternat
T he man who hath no aim
eagerly, for she was fond of reading, in therefore, her thin face reddening, and her She seems to have always been under the it required so extensive a renovation. She poems Mr. Longfellow has ever written. Richard ing with the various kinds of grain grqjind
A F u ll S u p p ly o f E g g B r o k e n ,
White has a curiously interesting article on into meal, cotton seed, shorts and roots.
N ot only leaves no name
fact site had obstinately persisted in stay hands held out, tlie brido received her wel impression thut sho and her mother were passed on to the best known jeweller’s store Grant
Antonius Su-adivarius and the Violiu.” Goldwin Swine enjoy a frequent change of diet as
a n d S to v e , c o n s t a n t l y
in Brooklyn and handing her watch to the “Sniitli
W hen this life’s done, but ten to one
ing nt the free school until she had educated come with a careless nod.
contributes a striking essay on “ Pessimism,”
dependent on you. She came to ask me
H e leaves a record of shame.
hersel f.
“ I hope you will be happy in your new about it two months ago; and I, as guar man at tlie counter, preferred tile same re which is sure of wide readingand liberal criticism. greatly as any other animal, and upon no
on hand.
quest as before. He went through the same C. P. Craneli, the poet, writes an interesting nnd animal will it produce better results. Hens
William Taney waited until the young home, my dear,” said the gentle lady.
dian and cxocutor, had notiling more to do
essay on “ Wordsworth.” Miss Wool- and other domestic fowl require several
O F F IC E , 3 7 8 M ain St., F o o t o f T le a sa n t.
man had gone, and then he went into tile
“ Oh, no doubt, ma’am ! I generally than to hand her over her stiare, which was process of inspection, and said the hair instructive
son has a short story, “ The South Devil,” which
pantry, where his mother was straining the hold my own pretty well. Come in pappy. you know, in bonds. She lias chosen to in pring was broken and tlie watch needed no lover of good short stories should miss. There varieties o f food and a frequent change, in
cleaning.
Inquiring
the
cost
again,
she
last crock of milk. Something in iiis man Come, Sue. I want you to see my honse, vest it in Virginia land. Mr. Hipps made
an unsigned paper well worth reading on “ The order to obtain tile best results either in
ner made Iter set it down, trembling.
before it is dark. Here’s the living room. the purchase for her,” nodding to the bee was told it would be §1. She said she Strono Government Idea." There are, iu addition eggs or poultry. We already have a good
“ You have had news to tell,” she said. Bill must fit that up into a parlor—double ry lawyer, who nodded gravely back again. would see her father about it, and nt night to other poems and essays, criticisms of Mr. variety of fodder grasses, though they are
when lie came home she told him of tier piske’s new Essays, Dickens’ Letters; and a varied few compared with tile entire number of
“ No,” witli an uneasy, strident laugh. —quick, too. D’ye hear, Mr. T aney?”
Mr. Burko moved suddenly over to his day’s doings and said his friend must have collection of bright things in the Contributors' varieties of the grass family, and it would
“ Most folks call it good. Fact is, mother. laughing loudly. “ You needn’t trouble sido. with a beaming recognition.
Club. An excellent nutnlier at the regular price,
cheated him. Her father took tlie watch to
publishers giving their readers the “ Holuies seem that among tho nearly four thousand
I’ve made up my mind to marry—”
yourself, ma’am, to show the way. Como
•• How do you propose to live on this New York in the morning and in tlie course —the
varieties recognized by botanists, we ought
—AND—’
BY REBECCA H . DAVIS.
Breakfast."
“ Oil, William,” her old cheeks color- along, all of you.”
f—
y :ii;,lni
to be able to add by cultivation, to our pres
of
tile
d
a
y
s
ten
p
ed
in
to
liia
friend’s
store
“
My
mother
win
..
t...
William stopped, and looked with
The Taneys had lived on tho South
Godev ’s L ady’s Book.—Giccts the New Year ent list, nnd we have no doubt that many
“ l ntaac up my
. ,.j ... ms miulicr, ahd then followed his of tlie estate,” said Letty. She is entitled and asked him to look at tlie watch and see witli
Branch farm since colony times, aud no And tho
a
face
of
smiling
Ix-anty,
containing
a
varied
why it had stopped. Iiis friend after look feast of good tilings for lovers of literature, art and indigenous grasses have hitherto escaped
wife,
who
went,
talking
loudly,
up
the
to
a
third
you
know.”
Taney had ever cheated a man of a dollar. to be to-morrow. There, now. No need stairs.
“ Withdraw? Thirds? Why. I've use for ing at it a moment took up a key nnd wind fashion. The steel plate is one of Dcrley’s mas the notice of the agriculturist, which would
They lent no money, and they borrowed for you to look in that way. I’m generally
Mrs. Taney nnd Letty placed the supper it. If she does that. I have done with the ing it up, handed it back with the remark: terpieces—a party of happy people seeing the old bejimproved as muelt by cultivation as those
none; they never sat at any man’s table, or pietty close mouthed about my own busi
“ No watch will run unless it is kept wound year out, the new year in. I11 this number is com already in use.
on
the
table.
The
bride
came
in,
the
noisi
meadow
lots?”
asked a guest to theirs.
menced a new serial by Christian Reid, whose nov
ness, you might know that. And I didn’t
This propensity for a change of diet not
His voice was like that of an enraged up.”
el ill tlie Lady’s Book last year won universal fav
The Taney pew—a front one—was filled choose to have tlie matter cackled over at est of the noisy party. She went hastily to
W holesale and Retail Dealers in
the
head
of
the
table,
saying;
"This
is
my
or. The new story opens with great interest, and only manifests itself in man and animals,
dog.
every Sunday* come rain or sun. Mrs. home. Tlie girl's Miss Susie Crawford.
but
descends to the vegetable kingdom.
place, I believe.”
promises
to
tie
one
of
this
popular
author's
best
“ You seem, William, said Judge Wright,
“ T he Man.”
a middle-aged woman, with her
Iiis mother came Howard hint. He was
works. Them is a elever satirical picture of tlie Tlie fact with regard lo vegetables is lo t
Corn, F lo u r, M eal, Oats Taney,
William gravely motioned his mother to ‘strangely to have forgotten tlie jiosition of
gray hair in a tight little knot behind, am) her son after all, and this was the turning a seat
Amateur's first trail, in which the tracks of an old only evidenced by the natural law of al
among
the
strangers.
His
wife
bore
and F eed,
Mrs. Ditniway, of the New Northwest, at house eat arc being closely invested hy a city fop, ternation witnessed in forests and cultivat
wearing the same, rusty black gown and point of Iiis life. She put her arms aliout herself as though sho bad been mistress for your mother anjl sister. You have drawn
reunion at Sal
Oregon, .. toast. arrayed in gorgeous costume tor hunting. There
bonnet for a dozen years, was always, like
and kissed him. “ God bless you my years, aud found fault freely when tlie hu the interest of your mother’s money. I t aUt
is a colored pattern, full page, for a glove-box, in ed grounds, but by the improvement that
must all, of course, be refunded. Little
”
Farw ell Block, , 210 Main St. the others, present. But sometimes she hint
hoy,”
she
said.
addition to patterns for toilet and fancy articles, takes place from a change of seed from one
mor
seized
her.
Tlie
bread
was
dry
as
Letty has a clear head. She will manage , e<
gentlemen ns follows:
Inform the public that they have formed a partnership was asleep. For this was the one hour of
numerous and varied. The reccips are fora •’ Sick soil or from one section of the country to
lie stood immovable as a log.
for the purpose of carrying on the above-named busi
chaff,
tho
ham
was
bitter
with
salt,
she
very
well.
By
the
way,
she
has
suggested
!
“
God
bless
them
!
They
halve
our
joys
room,” and oiler many appetizing dishes for inva
ness, and ihat having ample facilities, they are pre the whole week when she could sit down on
“ Don’t let us have any fuss,” he said. said.
to me that your wife should send over the 1they double our sorrow, they treble our ex- lids. In addition to Christian Reid's novel, another. This has been particularly veri
pared to fill all ordei- for Meal and Corn. Yellow and a cushion, and fold her hands. The air “ You’d better sit down. You’re shaking
“ That's your idea of cooking, mother Cleveland silver, and all other household i pense, they quadruple our cares they ex “ Roslyn’s Fortune,” there arc contributions fied in tho potato, where growing from the
Mixed, with prompt despatch aud at the L owest was warm; the music soft and sweet; no
nil over. Well that's all. There’ll be no Taney, eh ? I’ll give you a hint or two, property belonging to your mother before cite our magnanimity, they increase our from many popular writers. The “ Rosebud Gar same seed for a succession of years, seems
and Fet'd also supplied
W h o lesale P r ic es .
wonder she slept. Sometimes tho words wedding hubbub here. I don’t hold to
a t w h o le sale , in lo ts to s
of Girls " is continued, and a summary given to bo a sort of in and in breeding. Tho
to-morrow. We young people have pro marriage.”
self-respect, they awake our enthusiasm, den
•tail purchasers to that were read stirred her soul; it seemed
• th e atti
of previous chapter?, for new subscribers.
spending money in feeding a lot of guzzling
progeny deteriorates in a short time and
' ’* 1, alw
you know.”
ck of i
When William and his wife went out of they arouse our affections, they control our
as if her childhood woke, as if the tears fools. The Crawfords have a regular blow gressed
please, and
becomes almost worthless. Upon these
“
Not
that
I
mean
to
take
the
work
out
must come to her long dry eyes. But they oilt in the morning. But you don't want to of their hands,” she said to her sister, aside the gate, lie seemed to have shrunk into a property, and out maneuvre us in every St . N ibuolas for F ebruary .—Opensjvith two well defined principles, a frequent change
smaller and older man. Tho hist words thing. Tliis would be a very dreary world Chil-Songs by Alfred Tennyson the poet laureate of diet is recommended for man nnd ani
never did. By the time she had walked go. I reckon ? ” uneasily.
No,
no
!
If
we
feed
’em
they've
got
to
of
England.
One
of
these
is
reprinted
near
the
without
’em.
In
fact,
I
may
say,
without
heard fiom him were “ lots ” “ I l’s all
homo with her son William, the strange ••‘I should like to see you matried,” tim earn their bread.”
prospect of successful contradiction, that end of the number with|its music,^which also was mals, and not only an alternation of crops
your fault ” in a tierce bitterness.
story of Bethlehem, or heavenly glory to idly.
sent by Mr. Tennyson.
a frequent change of seed in farm #nd
Letty over heard the whisper, and her
When they were all gone, Ixitty put her without 'em it would not be ranch of a The frontispiece, a full-page on fine gray paper, but
come, had faded into a doubtful dream, and
**0h. nonsense. There's no sickly senti scared face grew a shade paler.
world anyhow. We love ’em and the dear represents the “ Princes in the Tower," and was arden crops.
head down on her mother's lap.
all that was real was the South Branch farm, ment about me. I’ll have Sophy home by
“ Very nice old silver, William !” said
" Now, mother,” she said for tlie roses beings can’t help it; we control ’em and engraved on wood by G. Kruell after a mezzotint
the price of pork, or the fall in potatoes. supper time. You'll have to see to things
For the Maine Fanner.
the bride, directly, weighing tho spoons on and the old oaks, nnd rest and home. We the precious fellows don't know it.
engraving by Samuel Cousins of the paintin;
After church, dinner must lie ready, (piping here.”
Influence o f th e Stock on th e S cion.
E. Millais.
iter finger, nnd then reading the mark.
“ As husbands, they are always conveni J. Besides
shall find poor black Tod there, waiting;
hot, too, on account of the boarder,) in half
the installments of the two serials,—
lie lighted his candle and turned to go.
Cleveland,”
eh?
You
must
have
that
ent,
though
not
always
on
hand;
as
borax,
and
all
your
own
friends—"
an hour; then she had the sheep to look af
“ Jack and Jill,” by Louisa M. Alcott, with pic
Mnch has been written on tho inflnence
“ By tlie way, she was here a month altered, please, to our initials. I can’t use
There was an uneasy cough behind them. they are by no means “ matchless.” They tures by Frederick Dielman; and “ Among the of tlie stock on tho scion, but with no very
ter, and the poultry to feed; then supper; ago.”
spoons with strange names on ’em.”
It was Mr. Burke, waiting to say good-bye. are most agreeable visitors; they are handy Lakes,” by William O. Stoddard, with illustra definite results. A long series of observa
then milking. The Taneys never had kept
“ Yes.” Mrs. Tnnev remembered dis
William
glanced
uneasily
at
his
mother.
tions
by
W
.
Taber,—there
are
six
complete
short
“ I shall be a neighbor, too, Miss Letty.” at State fairs, nnd indispensable at oys
■any *help.’ Mrs. Taney had brought up tinctly the gross-featured, black-eyed young
tions seem to be necessary before a satis
“ Yes, I remember,” blushing very much. ter saloons. They are splendid ns escorts stories.
six children, been sole cook, sempstress, woman, who bad swaggered through the But tlie latter did not speak. “ Very well,
There is a humorous rliymed.alphabet by Helen factory solution of the problem can be giv
A R E S E L L IN G
He held her hand a moment. “ You—you for some other fellow’s wife or sister; and J. Ford, printed in large type for little readers .and en. There is no doobt that the stock Influ
tailor, and dairy-maid; yet her husband, farm house in her cheap silk and gilt jew  my dear, it shall bo as you please,” he said.
As
tlie
days
lengthened
into
weeks,
the
are not sorry that I shall be there too?”
old Ben, always had said: “ Sarah’s not a elry.
as friends they are better thnn women. illustrated with twenty-six pictures by L. Hopkins; ences tho scion, in the same way that the
bride found her sway becoming more abso
S P L E N D I D
But Letty only blushed more absurdly, As our fathers, they are inexpresibly grand. and Aunt Fanny describes the audiphoue and its stock of ono tree will produco better ap
capable woman. No Taney blood in
“ She canto just to look at her new home lute. It occurred to William, sometimes,
wonderful effects, in an article entitled 4“ Hearing
her.”
ples in a good location thnn in a poor one.
and—well she rather took a fancy to the that she might share in tlie work. But and could not answer.—Peterson's Magazine A man may he a failure in business, a W ithout E ars.”
W h i t e A sli E g g a n d B r o k e n ,
wreck in constitution, not enough to boast
Ben had been dead five years; but his south chamber. You better fix it up for like most farmers of his class, he was used f c r January.
Several comic pictures by Frank Beard, L. Hop I have a Baldwin that has been grafted for
of as a beauty, nothing as a wit, less than kins J . G. Francis and others appear in the num thirty-two years. It was always a closewife went on, carrying a growing load, on her.”
to
see
his
mother
drudge,
from
morning
un
W h i t e A sli S to v e , a n d
nothing as a legislator for woman’s rights, ber. The “ Letter-Box,” |iu addition to funny hided concern. It always reminds me of
the back which lacked bone. William was
My room, William ? ”
Gen. C linm berlaiu’s P o sitio n .
til night, and vaguely supposed it was her
and letters from the boys and girls, contains
and even not very brilliant as a member of bits
harder task-master than his father had
Yes. It’s all tho same to you. Of natural condition of life. Sophy carried tho
an item tellihg the story of the frontispiece, ac some close-hided men, tough, bnt not very
F r a n k l i n Coal
Major-General Joshua L. Chamberlain, the press; but if lie is our own father we companied bya n engraving after a ^painting by great men, any way. The apples seemed
been; the very oxen felt tho lash oftener, course yon can go up to Letty."
keys, and dealt out the provisions. Her
overlook
Iiis
shortcomings
and
cover
his
Delaroehe;
and “ Jack-in-thc*Pulpit" and the to look like the tree, rather small, hard,
and their corn fell off one-half. He sat in
Letty, who had been at work inside, ruddy, animal beauty pleased him ; It was who was charged by Gov. Garcelon, just
A T T H E V ERY LOW EST TRICES.
the kitchen now, with a book before him, came out, and threw her arms, sobbing a pity, he thought, to mar it with hard as the latter retired from office, with tlie peccadilloes with the dive mantle of charity. “ Riddle-Box " are "full of novelty and interest. and having a pinched look every way. An
Then,
as
our
husbands,
hour
we
love
to
while
his
mother
and
youngest
sister,
Let
£ 3 “ Orders promptly filled, and coal delivered.
about her mother. She knew that this had work.
H a rper ’s M agazine for February is as rich in other tree thirty feet distant and grafted at
protection of the public property and the parade them as paragons! In the sublime illustration
ty, were cooking supper.
been her mother's room for thirty years.
and as varied and entertaining in its tlie same time, has always borne an apple
Meanwhile. Mr. Burko had taken lodg institutions of the State, has acted nobly language of the inspired poet:
“ Take that butter off of the table,” he All Mrs. Taney’s children were born in it ings
R ankin B lo ck , Main St.
reading-matter as any number that has ever been of good size and flavor. The stock wsu
with a neighboring farmer. He kept
issued.
F or massive’strenght, B lackmore ’s new- healthy and of vigorous growth. I have
“
We’ll
lie
for
them.
said, suddenly. “ Molasses will do. What —tlie baby died there.
a close scrutiny on Letty, solely for her through all the exciting scenes of the past
novel, “ Mary Anerley,” deserves first mention.
We’ll cry for them.
are you cooking meat for? It’s not neces
William stopped and came back say- mother’s sake, he told himself. She met week. He refused to recognize the author
In even* quality that "marks a great novel, tliis is been led to notice the fact and have rathor
And if we could, we’d fly for them.
sary. Put it back in tlie cellar.”
the most remarkable serial now ineoursc of publi come to the conclusion that a good healthy
the "berry fellow ” twice, and took long
“ We’d anything but die for them.”
“ Yes, William,” replied his mother, sub
cation here or abroad. Those who prefer a lighter stock of a sweet apple, and another equally
Now look here. I l’s just as well to walks with him ; she received letters from ity of Mr. Lamson President of Senate, to
novel will turn with pleasure to the chapters of good, but of a sour stock, would both pro
missively. “ Only I thought the board speak plainly at once. I ’ll have no oppo him by mail. The geologist found that act ns Governor, nnd, also, refused to rec
MUTUAL LIFE
’s “ White W ings.” E dward E verett duce the same quality of apple if set in the
INSURANCE COMPANY er—”We can’t afford to feed him like n lord. sition to my wife from you, Letty, nor from this matter interested him more than his ognize the validity of the election of Joseph A Spanish proverb s a y s : ‘ ‘ The road BHlack
alf, contributes a short story—" Mr. Kecsler’t
—from
any
other
woman.
I
’nt
the
head
O F BOSTON.
L. Smith as Governor, preferring to wait of By-and-by leads to the town of Nev- Horse-Car ’’—conceived and written in his happi- same soil and had similar surrounding*.
You’ll have to exercise economy, mother, of tliis house. My wife shall lie mistress fossils, even.
Perhaps there’s no apple so variable as the
t vein. A brief story of thrilling interest, entitled
One morning, Letty came into the room, for the decision of the Supreme Court upon
T h e O ld e s t M a ss. C o m p an y .
I can’t be always here to look after things. in it. She brings mq a snug bit of money,
A Night in an Avalanche,” is contributed by S. H. Baldwin. Timo and again I have been shown
when William stood joking with his wife,
M. B vers. The ill ustrated articles cover a wide range apples with the assurance tkat they were
19,000 Members. 857,000,000 Insurance How am I ever to pay for the meadow lots, and I ’ll not have her nor her family insult before going to the field. They looked nt the questions submitted to them. After
of
subjects.
A
timely
musical
contribution
to
this
if the money is flung about in this w ay?” cd in it.”
A colored church, in its annual letter No. is the paper on Hector Berlioz,by Emily Roy- varieties of the Baldwin. In a certain
her with astonishment, for the girl was al receiving the decision of the Justices, last
T he features of the company are
“ I n what way, William?” Mrs. Taney’s
“ My son.”
Among the poems in’the Number is one by J. sense this is true. Baldwins from a very
ways silent nnd shy.
Saturday, and after Gov. Davis hnd been to the Long Island B aptist Association all.
3.—I t s e n t i r e m u tu a lity .
sacred eyes wandered over the bare kitchen
Fields, in his best vein, entitled " A Lover’s old tree rarely look like those from recent
But he had stalked off to bed.
“
Brother,
Iw
an
t
to
9peak
to
you,”
she
last
week, said : “ Satan has not been T.
2 . —T h e c h a r a c te r o f its in v e s tm e n t.
elected, the latter nddressed the General a
tlie smouldering coals in a corner of the
Peril.” The Editor’s Easy Chair renders a grace ly grafted and healthy stocks. I saw some
There
was
no
time,
the
next
day,
for
said, catching her breath.
3 . —T h e l i b e r a lity o f its t r e a tm e n t o f r e t i r i n g grate, the half starved face of her little
neglectful of his duty among u s.”
ful tribute to Oliver Wendell Holmes, apropos of apples last year that grew on a limestone
Mrs. Taney or Letty to even think of the
m em b ers.
“ Well, go on,” said Sophy, impatiently. note, informing him of his (Davis) bein
his recent reception in Boston, and discusses, in a
girl. “ 1 try to save, I ’m sure. What way coming trouble. They were up as usual,
legally elected Governor and Commander4. —I t s se le c tio n o f r is k s a s d e v e lo p e d b y its
thoughtful essay, the reaction against Dickens soil that were so large and coarse grained
“ What are you afraid of?”
do you mean ? ”
A
Quaker
having
sold
a
fine
looking
that I did not at first recognize them. Be
p a s t f a v o r a b le m o r ta lity .
due
to that author’s personal characteristics.
two or three hours before day, kindling
in-Chief,
expressing
his
gratitude
at
the
Ixitty
spoke
directly
to
William,
ig
Oh,
every
way!
”
closing
his
book
5 . —T h e a p p lic a tio n o f t h e M a ss. N o n - F o r f e it
fore any correct conclusion can be formed,
fires, milking and cooking breakfast for the noring her. “ Tho potatoes and apples result of the wise and efficient measures b u t hiind horse, asked the purchaser,
The February number of R evue de la Mode, a long series of carefully collected facts
u r o la w to its p o lic ie s , w h e r e b y e v e ry with a bang. “ There’s a leak at every
“ W ell, my friend, dost thou see any le
six harvest hands. THfen came washing, must be picked over, and the cellars are
the finest fashion papers of the day, has should be made, nnd then perhaps, some
center.” **Why, I toil and slave, the year a dinner at noon, all the work of a farm, in
m e m b e r is e n title d t o in s u r a n c e a c c o r d
adopted by the General for’the preserva fault in him ? ” “ N o,” was the answer. liecnofreceived.
This is a monthly illustrated jour
damp.
Could
one
of
the
hands
do
itW’
in g t o its p r o v is io n s .
round. But with such a lot of mouths to short, which falls on tho women, in addi
definite can be decided upon. One
N either will he see any fault in thee,” nal containing between GO and 80 cuts, represent thing
“ Good gracious! Do you want harvest tion of the peaco and protection of the prop
feed— ”
ing the choicest styles, from the lcadingdressinnk- experiment will not do it, and I think I
tion to which was the cleaning and prepa
Inform ational to rates can be obtained on application
to stop?" cried Sophy. “ You nnd erty and institutions of the State, and en said old broadbrim.
ers o f Paris, also n large colored plate, nnd each have indicated in this article the extent to
He glared at I^etty, who shrank into the ration of the room, which the bride had ing
at the office of the Company, or of any of its agents in
copy contains illustrations of elegantly trimmed which we can come to any conclusion with
the principal cities and towns of the Commonwealth, pantry. She did not come out during sup chosen for her own. Mrs. Taney moved mother Tanoy can do it at your leisure. closing a copy of the opinions of tho Jus
Inns, and new forms for tho benefit of milliners.
Do you suppose your brother pays men tices of of tlie Supreme Court, sustaining
per, and her mother dared not call her. sluggishly through the latter part of the such
There is burden of care in getting Those desiring it, can have a colored Hat-plate in our present state of knowledge. If I should
ruinous wages to wait on a lot of the legality of the Legislature by which he
The girl was crying, as usual, and her tears work*
stead of Dress plate, by sending for the milliner’s venture any opinion with what light I now
riches, fear in keeping, tem ptation in edition.
women?”
The Revue he la Node is an imported have, I should say that the condition of the
always exasperated William. Poor Letty
What is the matter, mother ? ” asked
using them, guilt in abusing them, sor Journal, published by S. T. Taylor, 316 Broad stock has much to do with the character of
" You have always done it,” said Wil was elected and qualified as Governor.
felt the horrible guilt of her henrtv appetite Letty.
B E N J. F . ST EV EN S, President.
To this note, Gen. Chamberlain addres row in losing them, and burden of ac way, N. Y., to whom application should he made the apple, but the sap of the stock and that
liam.
sore
upon
her.
She
was
always
hungry
Mrs.
Taney
laughed
feebly.
NCmo44
JO S. M. GIBBENS, Secretary.
“ Mother is not well, William.”
sed a reply,stating that as it is manifest that count a t last to be given concerning Pncc single copies, 33 cents; one year §3.50.
of the scion, as a physiological fact, havejbnt
hungry to faintness now.
**I don’t know, I feel like a clock that is
Scbibxek FOB F ebrvaky .—The Midwinter
“ Well, mannge it as you like. I can’t
(February) Scribner (of which 125,000 copies have little or no influence over each other inde
Mrs. Taney forgot to eat her dry bread nearly run down.”
be bothered with tlie kitchen work,” be the opinion establishes tho legality of Gov. them.
been printed, to supply the growing demand in pendently of the aforesaid condition of the
Letty made no reply. The child had burst ont.
or drink her milk. The meadow lots! It
Davis’ election, and that as he has been du
Don’t I make a pretty picture ? ” ex England and America), is as unique in points as trees themselves. Still, it is a subject
was to bny these lots, that her husband had lately been absent, almost indifferent,
I^etty left the room, hastily.
ly qualified as Governor, he has the honor claim ed Jones, rather ruefully, as he in tlie size of the edition.
worthy of farther investigation. When
made their lives bare, and hard, and while her mother talked, apparently wrap
“ That's right. William. The truth is to report to him that he considers the trust
J S
K
t h
i n
k
i n
g
on this subject I
wretched, from their wedding-day. Tlie ped in her own thoughts. Could it be, the you’re
stepped
upon the river bank after his p
too open-handed. Yon can’t afford under the Special Order of Gov. Garcelon
cian,
Mr.
Francis
R.
Upton,
which
is
endorsed
as
;
old a d a g e , th a t an abundance of corn
mother
thought,
that
I^etty
also
was
forsak
good,
wholesome
produce
of
the
farm,
which
S. C . PR E SC O T T ,
baptism through the ice. “ A picture?” the " first correct and authoritative ” account in a the
meal is the best prevention for the shrinkshould have fed the children, had gone to ing her ; Mrs. Taney had only had one to keep a parcel of able bodied women in at an end.
replied
his
friend
Snodgrass.
“
I
should
—D E A L E R IN —
idleness, if you ever mean to buy the mend
letter from Mr. Edison, printed in fac-simile .In jnfr of pork in the pot.
N . T. T.
market, while they ate the refuse; the other daughter—the baby who died. The ow
this issue of Scribner. The great variety of other
J,
V if
The General then issued a General Order call it a sillywet.”
lots.”
HARD AND SOFT WOOD, SLABS, ETC money, which should have educated them other children were sons, all of whom, ex
articles in this number renders it ont ot the most
’ *
“ That’s a fact!” The mention of the to the Militia of Maine, to recognize the
interesting that has been issued. Mrs. Burnett
----------------- - — In Cord-wood lengths or sawed and split to order, had been put in tho bank to bny these lots cept William,-had gone to the West nnd
1 A h,” said the fly, as it crawled ronimcnces a new story, the scene of which is laid
* •’
"
* Lowest When her baby was ill, no doctor was married there. She had often wished they lots keyed his courage.
W eak Ankles.—Probably the best that
fact, that all military authority now eman
When he came back that afternoon, be ates from Daniel F. Davis, Governor and around the bottle, “ I have passed !?3hra% d ^ e “
of," « d c ^ £ S can be d one for a horse Uia/knuckles o v e r
brought, and the child died; the money would ask her to visit them, that she might
P r e s s e d H ay, S t r a w a n d S a w d u s t .
saved went to the lots; the mother had see their children. But they never did it. found Sophy, resplendent in a pink-flower Commander-in-Chief. He also expresses through the hatching age, the creeping is a good exposition of Creole life in the beginning , a t th e ** an k le s fro m h a rd d riv in g , is to
Having ample w harf facilities and a new and large begged for a head-stone for the child, but
While they were hanging out the clothes ed mnslin, entertaining half a dozen girls
age, the flying age, and now I'm in the of the century. A rollicking holiday paper, on g iv e him lib e rty in an inclosed pasture. In
storage building, I shall keep a full stock and be able
that afternoon, Mrs. Taney heard a tap, in the parlor. He stopped to joke and romp his grateful acknowledgments to all officers mucilage, and—” there it stuck.
Bicycling, is contributed by Mr. Charles E . P ratt, s h o ein g it is better to use calking and no
to serve my customers as well in quantity, quality the money was needed for the lots. There
of Boston, under tbs caption " A heel around
three
times repeated, on tlie orchard fence. with them. The next moment the door military anil civil who aided him in per
was Letty, growing to bo o woman, halfand price as can be done in the city.
the Hub.” It relates, the adventares of a party ' oe-piece. in ste ad o f try in g to force the
£3* Orders left at C. Doherty’s Store will be prompt- clothed, without a sparkle of fun or pleas Ixitty’s face colored.
She dropped the opened, and Letty stood like a ghost, on forming the difficult and harrassing duties
ty attended to.
A washerwomen, a regular and atten of forty riders, during a two days’ run of one 1 an k le in to a n a tu ra l position by u s in g
clothes and ran down behind the apple tree. the threshold.
ure
to
lighten
her
young
life;
while
poorer
hundred miles, in the vicinity of Boston. The shoes w ith o u t h ee ls. T h e horse RSEmmea
demanded
of
them
during
tho
unpreceden
W h a r f o il'L im e S tr e e t N o r th o f G a s W o r k s .
tive
lisetner
at
church,
was
commended
“ Come to mother!" she said.
girls dressed and went out, and had com As she came back, her mother saw her
5
8. G. PRESCOTT.
ted disorders of the past twelve days
“ What is the matter?”
by her pasto r. “ Yes,” she said, after
pany, and enjoyed, as the young should, thrust a note into her pocket. Mrs. Taney
“
You
have
killed
her,
I
think,"
quietly
It
is
but
justice
to
Gen.
Chamberlain
to
my hard week’s work is done, I get so ing. w e advise our readers to send to beribner
days filled with comfort and happiness. grew suddenly sick at heart. Letty with a
—
The poor old woman had sunk down, on say, that to his resolute nnd efficient con rested to come to church, and s it and &c«.
Every penny thus saved, William laid by secret ? ixitty carrying on a clandestine
743 & 745 Broadway, New York and sub- assisted in assuming, rather than the rethe floor of the cellar, and lav as if dead.
for " the lots.” Yes!—those twelve acres— love affair ?
scribe for this excellent monthly.
verse.—National Live Stock Journal,
think
about
nothin’
!”
duct,
aided
by
his
staff
and
Mayor
Nash
of
William trembled as he lilted her. The
While Mrs. Taney stood, doubting wheth
had come to be the absolute Good for these
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such departures from ordinary *forms as cir
t y The first earthquake ever experienced i
E d itorial Correspondence.
O pinion o f th e Ju dges.
Affairs at A u g u sta .
were absent altogether. Dr. Mary Walker
Among the names of candidates, mencumstances compelled. History can never
at Havana occurred last Thursday night. |
Last Thursday, in the State House Legis- was in town, but, strange to say, did not tioued at Augusta, for various State officers
T
h
e
S
tate
H
o
u
se
L
e
g
isla
tu
r
e
xleetared
to
b
e
bil to disclose the vital fact that’ the OrgilliChicago, Jan, 20, 1880.
The shock was slight, but at 4 o'clock Fri- j
i izations of January the 12th were lormed by lature, all the Joint Standing Committees appear upon the stage. The leading spirits nre the following: Joshua Nye of Angusth e L e g a l a n d C o n stitu tio n a l out
day morning there was a second one, which, l)'e nrrived in this metropolis of the
T h u rsd ay, Jan uary 2 9 , 1880.
nQd John S. Kimball o f Bangor for Inlull quorums of persons appearing to be by were appinted nnd every thing was mads of the convention had evidently learned (
was very severe. Buildings rocked, a n d , Northwest via. the Grand Trunk and Michi
the records and returns as duly elected mem_____ ra(rniflr bn«»wisdom from experience, and kept out of surance Commissioner; P. K. Millay of
We give below the full text of the unani- ber3 of either house. It cannot be that such
gau Central Railroads. A traveler by this
people
fled
to
the
open
squares.
No
dam
iy A conference of Democratic memb9es3lon- *n l*le Fusion Legi9- sight every thing that was only calculated Bowdoinham, and J . E. Morse of Whitein midwinter rarely enjoys such ex- inous decision of* the Justices of the Su- a construction may be given to the Constitu- ness
•n of the Ways and Means committee,Sat age was done in the city, but at San Chris- route
ceptionnl immunities from the usual in- ’Preme Judicial Court, upon the questions lion of the state as will subvert the plain and lature a motion of Senator Thompson of to excite curiosity or ridicule. They totd field for Warden of State Prison: Charles
count7 , t0 Proceed with tbo reBular some remarkable facts about the doings and Buffttm of Orono for Superintendent of Re
urday. decided against any general tariff tobel, twelve miles away, many buildings clemencies of the season as were voach' i submitted to them by tlie Fusion Legislature. ?bJ“ u^ ^ n ^ X a t e f b e i r
fell. No casualties have been reported, ex
hold u ^ n nieOtoffiee»Wi” tlm °g ?tT ffie'^ p le bUsine3S ° f IeBi3'ation met with opposition exploits of women, and made some good form School. John ‘W. Fogler has been
bill, bat favored some changes.
safed to our trip. The first day and night It will be seen that they decline to recognize
cept, one man killed.
speeches, but, as usual, went to the absurd appointed Chief Clerk in the Treasurer’s
were mild, while the weather for the re the Fusionist bodies at Augusta, and explicit ' defiance of the will of the voters, constitu- ' from Senators Atwell of Penobscot, Ellis of extreme, by passing resolutions that the
department, and J . S. Kotve of Bangor to
The committee on public buildings
Of §9,570 collected in New York for mainder of the trip to this city was actual ly declare the bodies now in session at the tionally expressed and ascertained, because Waldo and Strickland of Aroostook. jV
their
own
neglect
of
duty
has
made
some
de
of the city of Portland, last Thursday de the relief of the suffering people of. Ireland,
State House, to be the legal and constitution
committee was appointed to see what ar woman should be placed abovo the man in a clerkship in the Secretary of State’s of
parture from directory provisions and ordi
fice.
clined to afford the Fusion Legislature ac the Parnell committee in that city sent to ly spring-like—more belitting Muy than al Legislature of the State :
tho
family,
and
claiming
that
she
should
rangements could be made for tho accom
nary forms inevitable.
January. Arriving in Montreal in tho
commodations in the City Hall, in case they Dublin $8,750 for the Land League, and
B a .n o or , Jau. 27, 1880.
A legally organized legislature being now modation of the Fusion Legislature, either have exclusive control of the children and
morning,
wo
found
that
sleepy
British
S ' A curious chnrch quarrel is agitating
should decide to remove from Augusta.
only $760 for the famine fund. There is community enjoying its night cap.or at best . In response to the foregoing communica in existence and exercising its constitutional in Portland or Biddeford. A committee they should take her name instead of his.
tion, th e undersigned. Justices of the Su- functions, it follows that no convention of
Nothing remarkable has occurred in Con the people of Kansas city, Missouri, and it
much opposition among the donors to such its breakfast, nt an hour when in a Yankee preme .Judicial Court, have the honor to sav, members elect of either house can exist which was also appointed to draw up a statement
possesses
some very funny features, if the
iy The Charleston Ni'it's and Courier, an undue proportion of their gifts being city
gress
during
the
past
week,
except
a
con
of facts, and questions to be submitted to
every shop-keeper would have been at that while we cannot admit, even bv implica- can be treated as a nucleus for another organ
expresses the opinion that Elihu B. Wash- devoted to political objects, instead of re
test of wit between Cox of New York and truth is told about it. It seems tlie pastor
tion, that the statement and questions now ization. Two governments are claiming to the Supreme Court.
his
bargains
or
ready
to
oiler
them.
Even
of
a
church
in tliat place desires to marry
burne of Illinois would be the strongest lieving the sufferings of humanity.
before us are presented by any legallv organ be in existence as valid and entitled to the
Friday in the State House Legislature a Ilorr of Michigan on the rules; nnd the
the keepers of restaurants did not seem to ized legislative body, so as to require an opin obedience of the people. Both cannot right
Presidential candidate, much stronger than
resolution was unanimously passed for an Republicanssay that Horr wasalittle ahead. again, but his people oppose it, os he is now
front us under the constitutional provis fully exist at the same time; but one govern
50 years old, has been twice married, has
S ' “ Some wonder,” says the Xew York have the remotest idea that citizen or strang ion
General Grant, whose record is contrasted
Both parties were very much amused.
ion (art. 6, sec. 8), we feel tliat we should be ment can be recognized and obeyed. The amendment to the constitution, so that the
nine children and wants to wed a woman
Star “ has been expressed at (he fact that er could want a breakfast in any event ear onntung an important service which the peo responsibility and solemn duty are imposed Governor shall be elected by a plurality
N. B. M.
with that of Washburne.
lier
than
eight
o’clock,while
dry
goods
men
who, though only 30, handsome and ac
while the militia and detached military or.ple or this beloved State and the .rentleinen on us to determine [which is entitled to judi- instead of a majority vote. Tho committee
grocers and traders of every sort were not who have presented these questions, presuma ial recognition.
complished, is said to have been divorced
gauizations
of
the
State
of
Maine
have
an
S
T
A
communication
“
Which
Party
S’-The Legislature of California is very
on Senatorial votes reported and their re
ready
for
their
earliest
customers
till
half
bly from an honest desire to know their dutv
We, therefore, after due deliberation and
constitute tho majority,” is unavoidably front a former husband. Recently a chnrch
busy with anti-Chinese legislation. Bills nounced their loyalty to Mr. Blaine’s Gov.
as citizens in the premises, might fairlv e x  consideration of all matters involved, affirm port, which shows that 19 Republican nnd
an
hour
later.
Two
things
that
strike
a
meeting was held to consider tlie case, nnd
have already been introduced prohibiting Davis, the Oldtown company has imide no
of us, if we failed to give some of the and declare our judgment to be, that the Sen 13 Fusion Senators were elected by the omitted to-day for want of space for it.
stranger in Montreal at this season are, the pect
the pastor delivered a long address to show
reasons which compel us to decline to enter ate, whose presiding otlicer is the Hon. Joseph people, wns accepted. Several petitions
corporations from employing Chinese labor announcement that it would support the
stylo
of
the
open
“
sleighs
”
in
universal
tain
and
respond
to
the
aforesaid
.statement
that marriage with a divorced woman was
A.
Locke,
and
the
House
of
Representatives,
Republican
regime.
When
it
is
remem
and refusing business licenses to firms com
and orders were presented which were ap
,
Frot
n
our
regular
Corrtipondent.
use by the hackmen (of which, by the way and questions based thereupon.
whose presiding otlicer is the Hon. George E.
lawful. The church has not yet relented,
posed in whole or part of persons not citi bered that Gov. Smith is himself an Old
The solemn occasion is indeed here, in the Weeks, constitute the legal and constitution propriately referred. The Fusion Legisla
Montreal
has
enough
for
a
full
regiment),
O ur European L etter.
nnd it is expected the pastor will marry the
ture spent the day in talking about the
zens of the United States or eligible to be town man, the fact does not appear so
unparalleled and ominous events in our pub al legislature of the state.
woman and take tho consequences.
strange; but when it is added that Gov. and the fact that every man and boy you see, lic history, which have occurred within the
questions to be submitted to the Supreme
come such.
(Signed )
J ohn Appletox, '
London, E ng., Jan. 9. 1880.
Smith is said to hold a mortgage on the with scarce an exception, wears a fur cap. last few months. But we are hound to de
Court and, finally, by a vote of 44 to 21,
Charles W. W altox,
Engiisit judges are becoming somewhat
its hotel edifices, Montreal is much be clare that these questions are not presented
W illlim G. Barrows,
jy On the night when President Lincoln real estate and personal property of nearly In
laid
them
upon
tho
table
until
Monday.
hind cities of the same size in the “ States,” by a legally constituted legislative bodv, for
vigorous in the punishment of convicted
C harles D anforth,
was assassinated at Ford’s theatre in Wash every citizen of tho town of Oldtown, the
Saturday, in the State House Legislature,
J ohn A. P eters,
libellers. Mr. James Mortimer, editor nnd
but an exception is to be made in favor of the lollowtnw reasons, briefly stated • '
n hen different bodies of'men, each claim
ington, his ebony cane was left in the box, delicacy of the motives which prompt the
the Senate adjourned over to Monday. In
A
rtemas
L
ibby
,
publisher of tlie London Figaro, an Ameri ^ •F iill moon last Tuesday.
and was taken possession of by one of the members of its military company to at least the " Windsor,” which is a model of ele ing to be and to exercise the functions of the
the House, on motion of Mr. Hatch, the
J oseph W. Symoxds,
gance. Tito dining hall of this house legislative department of the state, appear
To Albert G. Andrews|and II. IL Cheevert finance committee were directed to inquire can. has just been fined £100 and sentenced ntL? The d8'VS tove increas« l in length 49 minactors, who, subsequently sold it. It has negatively support Gov. Smith excites more
each asserting their title to be regarded as the Esquires, Augusta, Me.
to
three months’ imprisonment for publish
scarcely
lias
its
equal
in
any
of
our
cities,
recently, been discovered in Troy, N. Y„ sympathy than surprise.”
into the expediency of refunding the $307lawgivers for the people, it is the obvious dutv
ing a libel—and not a very gross one—on
and its proportions, decorations and ap Oi the judicial department, who must inevi
and will be claimed by Robert T. Lincoln,
>i> Mr. John A. Keene has shipped M0 barrels
000
of
tho
debt
which
becomes
due
next
Great excitement prevails at New- pointments are richly woth inspection. Its tably, at no distant day, be called to pass up
Mr. Weldon, the husband of Mrs. Georgina
son of the dead President.
j y The Portland D aily Press of Tuesday August, in 4 1-2 per cent, bonds. On mo Weldon. Although pleading guilty before of potatoes to New York, thus fin- this season.
Hampton, Iowa, over a supposed horrible frescoes are very beautiful.
on the validity of the laws that may he enact
t ’ ®.'Rire E5<1” “nd Co1' E - R - Spear have
published aa expose of the formation of cir tion of Mr. Hutchinson, the judiciary com tho court, making the fullest explanations
murder. An Adventist preacher named
For a. tlay’s journey west of Montreal ed by the respective claimants to’legislative
gone to X trgtnia on business connected with the
The Anti-Tilden Democrats of New Elder Buck resides near there, and makes the country traversed by tho Grand authority, to inquire and ascertain for them cles of the -Brick Pomeroy League in Maine, mittee were directed to inquire whether and the humblest apologies, Mr, Mortimer estate o f the late Capt. David Ames.
York held a conference at Albany last week a living by revealing secrets, which, he Trunk Railway is uninteresting to a selves, with or without questions presented bv with a State Circle devoted to Communistic any further legislation is necessary to pun was pronounced guilty by jury, nnd tho * T h e ladies o f the Vniversalist society will
the claimants, which of those bodies lawfull'v
at which John Kelly, David Dudley Field says, aie confided to him by spirits. One remarkable degree. The low, flat fields represent the people from whom thev derive doctrines, and now employed in endeavors to ish persons who illegally assume to be Judge has inflected what the law calls
give a - L e a p y e a r P a rty ” a t Farwell n a il nex,
lh “
Z CVCn,n?' “ “ ^ d f o r e a h r i l - '
seize the State Government. Five circles in State officers; and a committee,consisting
and other prominent men were present. It day last Fall, a neighbor, hearing screams
emplary” punishment—that is, has made an
are neither picturesque nor attractive, and their power. There can be but one lawful
Cumberland,
some
in
Y
ork,
Knox
and
other
of
Hutchinson,
McKusic,
Butler,
Ingalls
was resolved to call a separate State Con from the house of Buck, and seeing his the hovels and cheap, small, unsubstantial Legislature. The Court must know for itselfl
example of tho Figaro. The effect of such
« M r . W. r . Burpee, after spending a month
vention to elect delegates to the National wife wringing her hands in agony, looked farm-houses are in striking contrast to the whose enactments it will recognize as laws of counties are known of. This organization is Robinson. Lord and Twitchell, was raised “ examples” will not bo lost on English
binding force, whose levies of taxes it will
Democratic Convention, and to continue through the door and saw Buck beating his □sual snug and comfortable appearance of enforce when brought judicially before it • managed by advanced leaders of the Green to inquire into alleged illegal enlistment of journalism; and if the editor of Truth am ong the art studies o f New York and Boston
has
returned home'and is abont organizing a class
their opposition to the nomination of Mr- young son, who was tied to the bed. Since New England country homesteads. Tho whose choice of a prosecuting officer before back party, and the mass of that party are men. Tho Fusionists passed an order for should also bo sent to “ quod," there will
m painting in our city.
Tilden.
the appointment of a committee to preparo be something of a panic among the liber
that time the boy has been missing, ami as cattle are proportionally better sheltered the court it will respect. In a. thousand wavs still ignorant of its existence.
The last lecture in the Yonng People’s Course
becomes essential that the court should
a memorial to Congress ! and an address to tines of tho London press. The libel law will be
given at the Methodist chnrch this evenin'Buck belongs to the same class of religious than their owners, the barns being general it
forthwith ascertain and take jndieial emauET A beet sugar company has been lanatics as Freeman, of Massachusetts, it is ly much larger than the houses, though as zance of the question, which is’the true le" isthe people of Maine. The questions to the is a wholesome one, and in England it has by Rev. C. P. Lyford. Subject: •• V ta h -Its
Gen.
C
ham
berlain’s
Explanation.
formed at Franklin, Mass., and the machine believed that he sacrificed the boy. Mr.
Supreme
Court
were
taken
from
the
table,
People
and Institutions.”
lature.
taken
the
place
of
the
duel.
a rule by no means of the best. A
ry is already ordered. The works will be Buck declares that tlie boy ran away. Buck
The existence of certain facts, raising
A reccjttiun was given Major General and, after a discussion of about an hour, it
■I. Gen Tillson left ttulav 'for New York
Tlie rapid development of the trade in
peculiarity of the barns and cattle sheds, questions as to the powers and duties of the
nearly as extensive as those of the Maine has fled the neighborhood, and the citizens
Joshua
L.
Chamberlain
at
the
weekly
din
whither
his wife preceded him last week. Thev
was decided to send them to the Judges. dead moat from America is one of tile most
too, is that in many cases there is a cluster Governor and Council in cattvassin-’ the votes
Will go tront that city to Florida, where they exBeet Sugar company. A paper called the are making an investigation.
of inferior buildings of this sort on each for members of the Senate and 'ilouM* of ner of the Middlesex Club in Boston last Mr. Ingalls of Wiscasset immediately took triking and distinctive commercial features pect to spend the remainder of the season.
Sugar Planter has,been started at Franklin
place, where one substantial and well ar Representatives, was necessarily implied in Saturday, at which he was enthusiastically them to Bangor, and, on Saturday evening, of our times. Improved steam communica * Rev. D. N. Sheldon. D. D.. the well-known
devoted to the sugar interests of America. R?’A dreadful accident that occurred near ranged barn would seem to be better than the questions propounded bv Governor Gana- received. The General made a somewhat placed them in the hands of Chief Justice tion, and a better inland railway system,
historian author and preacher, will 51Ipph. the
I t is stated that there is talk of startin.
have brought in unexpected bulk,'and with pulpit o f the Vniversalist Soeietv next Snndsv
Danville.Yirginia.last week shows that peo the miscellaneous lot. The towns in this ion and answered by this Court under date extended address in which he referred to the Appleton.
° January 3d. To put such questions in the
factory in Aroostook county.
Reports reached Augusta on Friday that marvellous rapidity, to our doors, the plen morntng and evening in the absence o f the pastor,
ple cannot be too careful in handling kero region, too, as seen from the railroad,are by absence of facts requiring their solution would positiRiho occupied at Augusta, and stated
sene lamps. Mrs. May, an aged widow no means attractive, but then it is to be be an abuse of the power of the Executive to how ho kept the peace and prevented shed the Fusionists in various parts of the State tiful productions of tho vast continent of l t e \ . Air. Stowe.
jy The X cw York Star, (Democratic,) lady, living with her two daughters, Kate taken into account that, as a rule, no town call tor the opinion of the Court upon nttes- ding of blood. We giro the following ex were enrolling nnd enlisting men to pro America. Had it not been so rapid, the * | The second o f the course o f assemblies, given
says: “ Despairing of being able to draw May. a beautiful young lady, 18 years of presents its best side to the observer from a tions oi law on solemn occasions. Thcs tracts from his speech:
ceed to Augusta and take the State House benefit which tho public has undoubtedly by the steam er company, came off at Pillsbnrv
questions were fully answered and bv the
on the State Treasury for pay, mileage, and age, and the other, Mrs. Herndon,a married railroad train.
“ I had but one thing to do, Mr. Presi by|forcc. Gov. Davis received a communi derived from it, would perhaps, have been H all Tuesday evening, and a fine time was en
answers tt appeared that the acts and (ioi....
dent.
and
that
very
simple,
clearly
seen
other perquisites dear to the heart of every lady, was placing a kerosene lamp on the
cation from Mayor Nash, and one from the none the less; whilst the agricultural class joyed. The third one will rente off on Friday eve
Through most of the route just referred oi the Governor and Council in issuin'--certifi
patriot, the hearts of Maine's Fusion legis mantel, when it was overturned and an ex to the ground was covered with snow, cates of election to eertaiirenen as Senators and I trust not lost sight of. I say I had staff of Major General Chamberlain, stat es of this country would have been less ning o f n ext week.
hut one tiling to do, and that was to hold
The ladies of tlie Congregational Society hold
and
members
of
tile
House
of
Representatives
lators have been cheered by the announce plosion followed. Mrs. May was enveloped
though not deeply, but the next day, in who did not appear to be elected, and declin- j violence in check until such time as the ing that, in their belief, the present force the sufferers by competition with this wido a fair in the chapel on School street this evening.
ment that somebody has • put up ’ for their in the flames in a moment. Mrs. Herndon
passing through Michigan, no snow was to m g to issue certificates and summonses to cer-1 people of Maine settled the questions of their at the State House was insufficient. Ac and apparently inexhaustible field of pro Famw articles, oysters, iec-crcam He. will lv of
expenses. Does that mean that the bar’l and Miss Kate May ran to their mother be seen and the land lay warm in the sun, tain men who did appear to be elected, were injured rights before the only and proper cordingly. Gov. Davis issued orders and on ductions. 1 have no doubt, itowevor, that fered for sate. Admittance for adults 15 centstribunals. 1 resolved to secure that end; I
has again been tapped?”
assistance, when the clothing of both took so that one cottld well imagine cold Janu tit violation of their legal and constitutional also resolved that no amount of intimida Saturday morning tho Capital Guards, of the British farmers will “ weather tho gale.” children 10 cents.
fire. The three ladies rushed into the yard. ary had been superseded by “smilingMay.” obltgattons and duties. We are bound to tion, no tlireats, nor tricks, nor bribes, nor Augusta, Auburn Light Infantry, Richards In 1840, the total value of the deatrineat ^- Letters have lieen received front Capt. Hiram
ta k e judicial notice of the doings o f tin- Ex
BT The bill for abolishing slavery in the Mrs. May and Miss Kate continued to rtio
Many fields were green with the young ecutive and Legislative departments of the "-OV- promises should for one moment allow nte Light Infantry, of Gardiner, and a detach imported was £132,537. In 1845, tlie last Pillsbury of the bark John R. Stanhope, now at
Iqulqnc, P eru. Everything is sadly demoralized
island of Cuba, has finally passed both' round in a circle, screaming and praying
to swerve from that line. [Applause.]
winter wheat and in others the turf ap ernment, and, when ealfed upon bv proper Gentlemen, reference has been made to ment of tho Androscoggin Light Artillery year of protection, the imports of live ani there on account o f the war, and provisions are
branches of the Spanish Cortes and will wildly for help, until they both fell dead in
peared to wear the hue of spring, rather authority to pass upon their validity. We Governor Garcelon. I have heard some of Lewiston with the celebrated Gatling mals for food purposes and of dead meat, nt fabnlous prices.
flbeome a law. Under its provisions, all their tracks, completely suffocated and most
are hound to take judicial notice of historical
than the sere brown of winter. That por tacts, matters of public notoriety and interest thing about my having betrayed Governor gun, were quartered in the State House. taking together, wero stated to be to the
Mr. and Mrs. George-Watts, o f Clark’s islslaves over 55 years of age are immediate frightfully burnod. Mrs. Herndon had the
tion of the State of Michigan through which transpiring lit our midst. We cannot accent Garcelon. Let me say to you here that Other companies were ready to march at a valuo of £442,021; and, if we pass sudden and, have suffered a severe affliction in the loss o f
ly freed, and the remainder are gradually presence of mind to fall down and roll over
those men who affect to think Governor
rite Michigan Central road passes, is about a statement winch asserts as taels, matters Garcelon called upon me, thinking I would moment’s notice. All was quiet at Augus ly, first from 1845 to 1863, I find that the three children by diphtheria, since January 14th
emancipated, according to their ages and continually, by which means the flames
as fiat as lower Canada, with no hills worthy that are in conflict with the record and with nid the fusionists to hold their position, little ta Saturday and Sunday, most of the mem value of importod meat had risen to £5,- Two remaining children are suffering severely from
he historical facts that we are not at liberty
other conditions.
It is provided that which enveloped her wore finally subdued,
bers having gone home to spend the Sab 411,456. In 1878, the figures readied £13,- the same disease.
of the name, to be seen, at least not until to disregard.
• understand tne. [Applause.] Governor
slavery in Cuba shall entirely cease within but she was terribly burned, and became
Garcelon could not have asked or intimated bath.
164,482. The quantity imported last year >l<Bark \ \ ill w . Case o f this port, Capt. Der
you get well to the Westward. The
M e cannot shut our eves to the fact tliat the
ten years from this time.
such
a
thing
to
me.
What
I
understood
hint
Monday was very quiet. In the State up to October, was 5,769,488 cwts. at a mott, at New York from R io Janeiro, crossed the
unconscious. The bright glare of flames Michigan Central route is not “ central'> Governor and Council then in office disre
to
mean—at
all
events
what
I
knew
to
be
Equator Dee. 29, hi ion. 34. From lat. 16 to lat.
attracted a neighbor, who nrrived upon the with respect to the geographical fact, pass garded the opinion of the Court given’in ans my duty, nud what I was bound;to consider House legislature petitions.orders and bills value of £11,570,6SO.
39, had heavy S. E. gales, in which had several
E?" The National House of Representa spot as soon as possible, but only in limu to ing rather through the center of the south wer to the Coventor’s questions, omitted to re- my only duty—was, as I have said before, were presented and referred. The Judici
Another relic of old London lias just sails split and sprang foretopsail yard.
tives on Thursday last, by a vote of two to find Mrs. May and Miss Kate two bttrnin, ern third of the State. Some of Michigan’s t oke the summonses illegally issued to men to holdback brothers’ hands fromsheddin ary committee was directed to inquire into passed away. Shakespeare’s house in Al
who did not appear to he elected, or to issue
- * At the first F at Men’s toll, given a t Lawrence
one, (78 yeas and 158 nays), refused to corpses, and Mrs. Herndon lying on the most important cities and towns are on the summonses to men
t u J each other’s blood, and to give the people the expediency of reporting a bill Dne*’*};
■
,»i.
address, of all bas long passed witli antiquaries forShakos one of the Aids. There was a large a tten d a n t
pass to a third reading the bill of Mr. Buck ground, unconscious, but so badly injured line of this road (not to speak of Detroit its electee w e Know that the officers wire appeals toa rightful and righteousnti'ilbun:fiT. :„ ,r to r
in the conventions of members elect
was no other occasion for nte to be county officers in this State not elected by speare’s house, has been laid level with the and a happy time. The supper was a splendid set.
ner, of Missiouri, which required National that she died In a day or two after the Commercial Metropolis) including Ypsilan presided
of the .Senate and House on the first Wed There
ont, nnd was served during the entire evening.
the
voters
of
the
State,
but
wrongfully
hold
dust,
and
its
quaint
gables
and
carved
bow
there,
Mr.
President,
none
upon
earth.
No
banks to keep one-half of their reserves accident.
ti, Jackson, Battle Creek and Kalamazoo. nesday ill January, recognized as meuibi i s of
more could the republicans have asked me ing commissions from the Governor. The windows are no more. On its site will soon >1. The art entertainment for the benefit of St.
in gold and silver coin. A large number
Itt point of picturesque attractiveness, the both those bodies, men who were unlawfully , to seat their government, be it right or
David's Catholic society at Farwell Hall Tnesdav
[Fr i the Lewiston Journal.]
“^reduced *“t° them by the unconstitutional wrong. It was not for me to determine Fusion Legislature met and adjourned with arise a pile of warehouses to which will evening, drew oat quite a large number, despite
of the members voted against the bill be
first
named
made
the
best
impression
upon
Not So!
attd illegal methods pursued bv the Governor
out transacting any business.
probably be given the name of tho immor the heavy rain. The views were handsomely pro.
cause they are opposed to any financial
The Bangor Commercial nnd Boston P ost' us as seen in passing, but the last men- and I ouneil, and refused to recognize men which party was entitled to the seats, or
Tuesday was a quiet day, the State Honse tal Will. It was always said to have been dneed and afforded much pleasure to the audilegislation at present, and not because they excuse the counting-out outrage by alleging tioned is spoken of by friends who have who appeared to be legallv elected, and re- who of that party were to be seated. The
laws under tho constitution had provided a Legislature proceeding with business, tlie Half Moon, a bouse occupied by Shake encc.
were opposed to the bill upon its merits.
that the governor and council followed re tarried there as a very beautiful city. tused to permit any appeal from their illegal tribunal before which that question must bo Among tho numerous petitions presented speare whilst lie owned the theatre in Gold
•p it is stated that Rev. Isaac S. Kalloeh, May
decisions to the bodies oger which tliev were
publican precedents, and that the opinion Michigan City, at the foot of the lake, is in temporarily presiding.
*
I decided. I knew no party, sir; I knew no wns one. by Mr. Simonton, from II. W en Lane, and in which he probably en or of San Francisco, will make a short lecture tour
HT As an evidence of a great revival of of the Court laying down other rules was Indiana, despite its name, and is an impor The report of the committee of the Council m an; I would recognize no party and no Wight & als., praying for a reduction of tertained such jovial friends as Master to N ew England,.ft an early dav. under the man
man
on
earth
until
the
rightful
tribunal
and the action of the Governor and Connell
business we note the fact that tho ship not rendered till after they had completed tant lumber market.
had told me ho was the lawful governor of inspection of lime from ono mill per cask Burbago and “ Rare Ben Jonson.” Tito agement o f Hathaway & Pond, of the Redpath Ly
Chicago seems to be suffering just now thereon, ot which we must take judicial no the State. [Applause.] If I am to be put
ceum Bureau. In such case ho will undoubtedly
ments of boots and shoes from the Auburn their work, and therefore could not be ap
to half a mill. Tho order for the appoint readers of Ren Johnson will not for visit Rockland.
from a more than usual amount of high tice show that men were thus admitted and upon trial, I believe I can call upon God
factories during the week ending Jan. 21, plicable to them.
excluded upon grounds which this court dement of a cotumitte on State valuation was get how ono day, or rather night, feeling a
•F The first annual levee and dance o f the new
were 1772 cases, against 473 cases during
That excuse has no basis of fact. No re handed crime and violence. The death of •lared in their answer to Governor Garcelon's and man to witness that, so far as I know, laid on the table, in order to afford an op craving for “ sack,” Ben called at “ the
General Berry Engine Company, a t Farwell Hall
the corresponding week last year. The publican governor and council ever counted a young colored man (late a waiter at one questions to be illegal. It cannot be success- tho people sufl'ered nothing, either by trick
or violence, so long as I was in power. I portunity for absent representatives.if they Half Moon in Aldersgate Street,” but find on Tuesday evening, Feb. 10th. is expected to be
lullv
claimed
that
there
was
ever
a
quorum
in
of
the
hotels),
as
is
suspected
from
poison
amountof leather received during the week out democrats on such grounds as Gov
House of Representatives which under would not permit either side to take an un desire, to take part in tho work. Tho Fu ing it shut up, went on to " tlie Sun in a hne affair. Arrangements have been made with
was 96.454 pounds, against 45,686 pounds Garcelon and council counted out rcpttbli-| administered by a paramour, and the mttr- the
took to organize on the first Wednesday of fair advantage. [Applause].
Long-Lane,” where he wrote the well- theP ark Quartette, o f Boston, and other artists,
I am reminded here to make a single re sion Legislature met nnd adjourned, after
the corresponding week* last year. The cans. Last year, had Gov. Connor and der of an abandoned woman at a house of January without counting men who could on
for a grand Concert on the occasion.
the bribery committee of the House had known epigram :—
Spring trade for boots and shoes is better council resorted to such expedients, they ill repute of which she was mistress, by a ly appear to be elected, because the late Gov mark. I had to do some bold things, soma
* Schooner Frank Pearson, o f this port, from
Since the H alf Moon is so unkind.
rather cheeky things, while there. [Ap made a partial report exonerating Messrs.
ernor
and
Council
pursued
inodes
which
this
man
with
whom
she
made
a
quarrel,
are
Richmond, \ irglnia, with pig-iron, bonnil to Jer
than it has been for many years.
would have summoned a republican House
To make me go about.
Court declared in their answers to his quee- plause], One of the bold, cheeky things to Swan and Harriman from any corrupt mo
sey
City, ran ashore about three miles north of
crimes
of
a
sort
likely
any
time
to
arise
out
The Sun my money now shall have.
a9 well as Senate.
to he unconstitutional, illegal and void which I have referred was when I issued tives in receiving tile bribes.
Barnegat last week. After remaining on the reef
The Moon shall go without.
order to the troops to obey nobody’s or
jy It was recently announced in London, Now let the Commercial and Post go to of similar vicious associations; but the tions
these men were not in fact elected. Thev an
Wednesday
was
tho
most
quiet
day
ex
tltree
hours, and throwing off her deck-load, she
der
but
mine.
To
those
honored
gentlemen
The severe weather has killed off a grent
bold robbery of the paymaster of one of the did not appear to he elected by the return's
and was extensively circulated in that city the record.
who aro governors of other States such or- perienced at Augusta for a month. The many old people, and amongst others, one floated off and arrived safely at New York.
and in the provinces that the Attorney-Gen
We would suggest to tlie County Commission
1. Gov. Gnrcelon and council counted as companies one day last week, in broad canvassed in the manner in which the consti dors may, 'perhaps, have seemed out of
decision of the Court seemed to settle mat- of whom but few knew anything,and whom
eral having granted bis flat for a writ of er out seven republican representatives and day, on a frequented street—the paymaster’s tution and laws, rightly interpreted, required place, but I understand how closely I ap
ers, or those whose dntv it is to attend to the mat
the Governor and Council to canvass them. We
ter» The State Honse Legislatnre trans few had ever seen. Tlie Duke of Portland ter, that, after another snow-storm thev clear the
ror in the case of the.Tichborne claimant,an two senators because the returns were wagon being stopped by three ruffians, he cannot recognize a House of Representatives proached the line of my rightfnl duties. [Ap
acted
considerable
business.
The
Fusion
plause.]
But
please
to
understand
the
situa
was tho last of the famous trio of Ben- Whole o f the sidewalk on the Limcrock street
association is being formed to assist in the signed by only three aldermen. No person and his driver pulled from their seats and o make a quorum in which the presence of these
tion. There were likely to be, within any giv Legislature met in secret session and ad tincks, whose passion for racing made them boands of the Court Honse lot, and not leave half
prosecution of the flat, to obtain a remis was ever before counted out for this reason; nearly $4000 in gold and silver carried off men was necessary, as a lawfully constituted en fifteen minutes, orders coming from one,
o f it in the tod condition it has been since the lost
by the robbers,—the daring robbery of a body or capable of performing anv of the two, three or oven four governors [ap journed tojthe first Wednesday in August. It so conspicuous years ago. The late Duke storm.
sion of the sentence against the claimant, and tho Court says none can be.
is thought that eight, at least of the Fusion was only a sleeping partner in the firm,if ono
functions of a House of Representatives
to promote the the passage of a bill in the
Six republican representatives and jewelry store at about 9 o’clock on Wednes when due protest was made in behalf of those plause] to those young soldiers of ours. I
Senators and 25 or 30 of the Fusion Repre can so call it, of which Lord George Ben- ■F A pocket hook Containing a sum o f money,
forthcoming session of Parliament for the one senator were counted out on the ground day evening by four thieves, assisted by a wl io were in fact elected by the people. In do not know as you understand the position
tho Maine militia occupies. Those who sentatives will soon join the constitutional tinck, who died so suddenly at the height of was picked np in onr streets last Monday, by
Lieut. Mallett of U. S. Revenue Steamer McCul
reversal of the judgment in the ease—evi that the returns were not signed in open city hackman, the knocking down and rob like manner the presence in the Senate of men compose the militia of Maine are selected
Legislature. It is stated that tho Fusion his political reputation, was the hcad-’ And lough, who immediately took it to Mr. B. I.
dence on points of mistaken identity being town meeting. No person was ever be bing of two or three persons on the streets (.hunting seats to the exclusion of tliose whom with reference to their good character.
Senate, by a vote of 7 to 2, voted to join now, of course, marvelous tales are every Weeks, o f the Eastern Express Co., by whom it
a canvass legally conducted would show to be
forthcoming—and for the restoration to the fore counted out for this reason: and the within a few nights past, and the assault elected, and being recognized as members of They are gentlemen of honor. So, to wear
the legal Legislature. Major Smith was where rife, and every tongue wags with was restored to its owner, Mr. Arey o f So. Thom
claimant of the properties, the heirlooms, Court said as long ago as 1871 that none and robbery of a woman in her own house te convention by the temporary presiding of a uniform of the State of Maine is a certifi
cate of a good moral -character; a certifi to leave for home to-day. Two of the com some story or other about tile eccentricities aston.
in the day time, are crimes of another sort ficer who, though protest against his illegal cate of honor. [Applause.] I looked over
and possession of the Tichbome baronetcy. can bo.
panies nt the State Housc were dismissed, of the late Duke. As he never showed him •C The Portland, Bangor and Machias Steam
Five republican representatives and and whicl# are a much more alarming in actjoii was made on the spot, refused to per that terrible scene. I saw those young gen
boat company have contrartcd with Capt. Ezekiel
an appeal front his decision to the con tlemen anxions to do their duty promptly. and the other one was expected to be dis self in public, and hardly ever in private_ Dyer, o f Millbridge, to bnild a steamer abont 100
HT When the Fusion Legislature was re one senator were counted out because of dication of the boldness of the criminal mit
vention of Senators, e le c t , vitiated the organmissed either to day or to-morrow.
in fact, some servants had been years in his feet long, to ply up river to Millbridge, and to
fused admittance into the State House on incorrect initials in returns, when the act classes. In some of the last named cases tzatton ol that body. We have only to re- The condition of uflairs placed me and
Tills ends the Fusion Legislature of set vice without having ever seen his face_ other places, where the steamer :Letviston, with
in a most embarrasing position. How
Monday, Jan. 19th, we thought it an ill- of 1877 provided for their correction by the of robbery there was a very strong impulse afltnn the principles we asserted in our ans them
could they decide tho matter? They were Maine.
many people averred that he was a leper, which she is to connect, cannot reach.- The new
advised, if not unjust, proceeding. But record, which correction was refused by the on the part of citizens to take the law into wer of January 16, 1880, upon these subjects, in their homes at the time, and how, I say,
tit coin,ng to the result that the bodies pro
and indeed such is now tlie general belief steamer is to be ready in the Spring.
facts have come to light which show that it governor and council in plain defiance of their own hands, nnd if the people had got pounding to us the foregoing questions are could they he expected to decide as to who
>i< A Reform Club has been organized at tlie
in Ixtndon. This belief arose at the time
l
e
t
t
e
r
F
rom
W
ashington.
was a very wise course, in fact the only law. No person has been counted out for this hold of the assailant of the wemen above not a legally organized House of Representa was the rightful governor of Maine? How
Meadows, under the name o f Good Samaritan,
could they tell whom to obey in such com
when he built the great glass and iron witli J. C. Cleaveland as President, and about 30
one which would prevent a conflict between cause since the act was passed.
alluded to before the officers did, it would tives and Senate under the constitution of this (plications as had at that time arisen and
screen at the back of Harroourt House, his members. Meetings aro held a t the Middle Street
state. It remains to he considered whether were likely to arise? That being the ease,
W ashington, Jan. 25th, 1880.
4. One republican representative and have faretl hard with hint.
the two parties in the Legislative halls. It
is a legally organized Legislature in ex
Mi:. E ditok :—We had an interesting town residence, to guard himself from ob schoolhouse on Thursday and Snnday evenings.
The amusement sensation of the month, there
I chose rather to draw down upon my own
appears that it was the determination of the one senator was counted out on the ground
tsto n e c entitled to enact laws’ that must be
The interest in the temperance eanse is npott the
Fusion Legislature, if they obtained en. that one of the selectmen was an alien. No here is Her Majesty's Opera Company, now bmdmg upon the people and the courts oi the head the responsibility of any acts necessa event here last week which was in the servation when he was taking his solitary increase in that part of onr city.
to spare those young gentlemen of the shape of a meeting to raise money for the walks around tho gardens. Those who
trance to the halls on Monday afternoon, to person was ever before counted out for in the second and last week of the season &tote. The act,on of those controlling the ry
dangers which I saw before them of com
■C Foxes and mink are very plenty a t Isle an
°“ ,hc
"'^Inesdav of .hum mitting acts which might afterward be destitute sufferers in Ireland. Mr. Farnell held property adjacent went to law about
hold them, by force if necessary, and not to this reason; and the court says none can at Ilavcrly’s Theatre. Prices are high and ’
H a u l; for, on Monday a hunter, passed through
the houses hav# been full. The Boston a n , 1881), has not been acquiesced ill bv a found to be seriously wrong. [Applause.] did not came, but it seemed to be a Demo the right to erect it. but of course, in in onr streets with 30 fox and 17 m ink skins lu n ”.
allow the other Legislature an entrance. be.
quorum of those appearing to have been el'ecknew it was almost an unwarrantable cratic effort to get in their thunder in ad corruptible Eugiand, his Grace nnd money m g over his shoulders, all o f which were taken on
5. Five republican representatives and Theatre Co. are playing “ Drink ” nt Mc- t n l r t
Such a proceeding would have immediately
Housc- Xt is » matter of ltis- Ithing
gained tho day, and there it stands, black that island. His hands were also filled with wihl
to assume to tell tho military of
provoked a conflict, in which blood would three senators were counted out because a Vicker’s, and Mrs. Scott Siddons is to give
;-aftcrru:,SUCvCssl’uI resistance to the Maine to obey nobody but me. and I hope vance of the Republicans, nnd thus capture
I
°?‘teolhccra attempting to cre gentlemen, you will understand the im tlie Irish sentiment. Lincoln Hall was and grijny with the soot of London. The game. He informed ns that never before has
have been spilled. I t was, therefore, a wise small number of votes, not in any case af dramatic recitals at Music Hall on Friday ato
ate the legislative orgamzation on that dav a portance of the issue that compelled me to crowded, andflte crowd wns largely com weather is still wintry. An almost gener there been such an abundance o f minks and foxes
-as well as humane proceeding to close the fecting the result, were returned as “ scat and Saturday evenings.
S e i ' i to 1f rsOns ?T|‘° appeared to' be
on the island as there is a t tlie present time.
Chicago's magnificent Court House is yet of ,h J ‘ , hC h°™CS fonned an organization I tie it. l’loaso carry your thoughts back posed of Irish and Democrats. Judge Cart- al thaw set.in an Monday, but it has been
State House to the Fusionists as a legisla tering.” No person was ever before count
•!« The religions interest in the First Baptist
again succeeded by sharp frost. During
ward to tliat fearful midnight when Gover
tive body. They lost nono of their rights, ed out for this reason; and last year four far from completion and the new Postoffice an 'inJ *
' Tht‘.v.refrained from forming nor Smith relieved me from my duties, ter presided, and the speakers wero Sena
Church still continues, and appears to be increas
democratic representatives were summoned is not yet finished.
The people of the an independent organization until the l'<th of sending at the same time, telegraphic or tor Thurman, Speaker Randall, Congress the middle of the week skating was some- ing. Prayer meetings were held on Tuesday and
if they hod any, by this proceeding.
Jannary,
hoping
until
then
to
obtain
their
what interfered with tho ice in consequence
by a republican governor and council on city, ns well as the post-officials, must re
ders to the different military companies to men Ellis of Ixtttisiana, and Geo. F. Loring
Wednesday evenings, anil will be continued this
nglitij in some other wav.
at the city of Augusta with arms and of Mass., Senator Jones of Florid j, Ass’nnt of tlie thaw, being in an unsatisfactory and to-morrow evenings. These meetings are
joice when they are able to leavo the damp t l /n h f
Hr The Joint Stending Committees of precisely such a return.
fort’ed into such a position bv report
condition.
Steamboat
traffic,
too,
which
three
day’s
rations.
1
need
not
tell
you
Secretary
Hawley,
Rev.
Dr.
Rankin
and
a
held
in the church,as the chapel will not accommo
Therefore we say that Gov. Garcelon and and inconvenient basement of the building “ ? ,l>ega .action of the minority of members
the Slate House Legislature were announced
how I sent back word within fifteen minu
to “C ,°n t,thg ' ,Weru not °bliScd to sub tes of the time Governor Smith’s orders Catholic Priest whose name I do not re had been suspended upon tlie Thames, was date those who attend. At each o f those meetings
on Thursday last, and notwithstanding the council did not require an opinion of the n which the postal business is now trans .nit
the
pastor.
Rev. Mr. Barrows, delivers a short dis
resumed.
In
the
early
part|
of
the
week
mit
to,
and
which
they
could
in
no
other
rea
member. Four of these are most prominent
Fusion members failed to appear, they wore court to know that they were proceeding acted. That howling Babel of gamblers sonable manner resist. The organizations were sent, requesting them to pay no atten
the river was frozen over between Rich course.
recognized in the make-up of the commit illegally in their counting-out scheme; for in the prices of wheat, flour, corn and pork, made on Jan.lithw ere made by a majority of tion to the orders of Governor Smith [ap Democratic M. C.’s; ono yery moderate mond and Teddington lock and many per
•J. In our bymenial notices will be found that
plause and laughter] or to those of any republican M. C .; one Asst. Secretary and
of Mr. Frank W. Darling o f Boston, and Anna
tees. Senator Thompson is on the commit- the precedents, as well as the law, were all the Chicago Board of Trade, has recently hav;.^e.?bers ai,pean"g t0 be elected, and body else, but to continue to report to me
sons skated upon tho iec. Large crowds daughter o f Mr. H . N. Keene of this city. The’
The
two ministers.
been described by a correspondent of tho hat Illg the p n m a Jacie right to seats
ee on Education, also on that of Mercan against what they did.
[Applause.] I want to tell you what the
Mr. Thurman and Mr. Randall made went upon the ice on tho ornamental Wat ceremony took place yesterday morning" a t the
Neither is it true that a summons cannot (Jazcffc, and we will say nothing about it ----------- --------- i^d^reaffi^ation'1cU
ould''wi?n3we» we,;e' J1-1 had thought, I would
tile Allaire and Insurance nnd that of En
ters of tlie London parks. I t is esitmated residence o f the bride’s father, and a happy timo
onllOJan.
no I1OUVC
notice of
the
broogbt
with me1 short but very emphatic speeches; Mr. El
grossed Bills. The members of the House be recalled after it is issued, when it is dis save, that on account of the markets bein tfonned
u tu r e u U
iU l. 12th,
A -IU , because
UVVUU3CI1U
OI U
lli have
,
i .7 °
a those despatches
? I
lis was brilliant, poetic nnd beautiful; Mr. that on Sunday, no fewer than 100,000 per- was experienced by the relatives and friends as
from Knox County are thus placed: Mr. Rob covered that it has been issued improperly. much depressed, the Board did not appear intended action was given to the minority or an^ rea^ them to you. I have preserved
non-attending members, so as to enable them them as precious morsels of history. Ans- Loring very eloquent; Mr. Jones and tho sons were upon tho lake in Regent’s Park. sembled. The gifts were numerous and handsome
inson of Thomaston, on Legal Affairs; Mr. There are several cases where summons quite so much like nu assemblage of raving to participate therein. The minority were wers wero received from every military
The happy pair left on the afternoon train fo ra
priest, both Irish boro, showed much feel Tho Serpentine was thrown open for public brief visit to New York and Washington.
Gushee of Appleton, on Financial Affairs, es have been cancelled nnd new summons lunatics yesterday as it often does. The not excluded. The organization was made organization within the State, whose offiing, nnd the Assistant Secretary and Rev. skating on Monday. Very few accidents
>J. Fraternity Lodge, No. 224, I. O. G. T. at
also on Ways and Means; Mr. Smith of es issued. Indeed, so far ns the governor city seems quite lively and the hotels are in a public manner. The minority were, at cers were on band>but one, even lBOlnding
Dr. were practical; but the most effective occurred in London, and they were all of their meeting last Monday evening elected the fol
Vinalbaven, on Commerce; Mr. Hills of and council control the matter, it is not the well filled. The Grand Pacific, one of tho the time, claiming to be, and are still claim- tbo MontgomeryjGuards of I ortland, whose
ing to be the lawful legislature. It is not to ' membership was composed of democrats, speech was made by W. W. Corcoran in a minor character. Numerous fatal aoci- lowing offleers for the ensuing term , who will bo
finest,
uses
the
electric
light
to
illuminate
summons,
but
the
roll
which
they
can
cor
Union, on Temperance, also on the Reform
be presumed tliat thev would have abandoned . Pbe nDSWer3 wore: “ H e obey nobody 9 the shape of a check for $1000. The dents, howovor have been reported from installed next Monday evening:
School: Mr. Simonton of Rockland, on rect up to the day of the meeting of the its entrance and spacious office halls, pro that organization at tliat time had notice been order s but yonrs.
[Applause.] And tho
various parts of the country itt consequence W . C. T ., Rev. G. R. P alm er; W . V. T ., E tta
given. We do not think that the want of officers of the Montgomery G u ard s-a dem- whole sum raised was abont $3000.
Ways and Bridges; Mr. Perry of Camden, legislature, which gives a person the right ducing a very brilliant effect.
Another event of the week was the Wo of the breaking of tho ice, and several per Philbrook; W . S., Carrie R. Crockett; W . F S
Sons of Maine here rejoice that the su- notice invalidates the organizations of Jau- ocrat|c Irish company were as prompt in
on Pensions, also in Bills in Third Read to participate in the organization of the
uary the 12th. There may be irregularities nnswertng as those of any other company, man Suffrage convention. This was man sons lost their lives from exposure to the W . A. B arker; W . T „ L. F. Starrett; W. M „ R.
W . Lincoln; W . Chaplain, Mrs. F . S. Kalloeh ;
ing; Mr. Willoughby of Rockland, on State legislature. And over and abovo the roll premecy of tho ballot box is being vindi in the manner in which such organizations [Renewed applause].
aged more discreetly than it ever bad been cold. In Scotland the frost has been fol W . I. G., Abbie Hamilton. Tho following were
cated
at
Augusta,
and
hope
that
it
is
to
be
provided
for
by
statute,
is
tho
constitu
Prison. I t will thus be seen that all of the
were formed, but the voice of the people is ’
-------------—— ------------before. The short haired women nnd lowed by rain, whiclt has in many places elected delegates to tho District Lodge:°- Bros.
Maine Central Railroad stock is now sell- bloomers wero not numerous in the party removed all traces of tho snow.
members from Knox County, with the ex- tion which declares that the two houses settled,once for all,(hat the vote and not the not, on that account, to be stifled, nor the
Howes and Starrett, sisters Howes, Case and Pills
shall be composed of members who “ ap count is to determine who is to administer true government to fail to be maintained, ing in Boston, at the Brokers Board for $48
ception of Mr. Glidden of St. George are
Edward. bury.
ou the platform, and the long haired men
No essential defects anywhere exist; but only and $48.50 per share.
our government. More anon.
V.
pear to he elected ” by the returns.
placed upon committees.
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»5« A ten mile go-as-you-please match came off
at Granite Hall, Monday evening between Keefe
o f this city, Sabbans of Vinalhaven, and Francis
(colored) of New York. Keefe won the first prize
(§10,) making the ten miles in one hour and ten
minutes. Sabbans was about twelve laps behind
him, and took the second prize ($4). Francis was
thirty-six laps behind. Forty-one laps comprised
a mile.
►
L, The city gas bills for the quarter ending Dec.
31, 1S79 were as follows: City Government rooms,
§3.00; Treasurers office §7.20: Court room §4.00;
Police station §43.60; Steamer’s house §8.80;
Street lamps §165,64; Hook & Ladder house §29.20; Gen. Berry engine house, §20.40. Total—
§284.84. The charge for gas is §4 per thousand
feet for the city rooms, lockup, offices &c., and
§3.75 for street lamps.
►!« A. J. Chase, Esq., Grand W orthy Chief Tem
plar o f Maine, visited our city last Saturday, and
in the evening.] addressed Hamilton Lodge, witl
great acceptance. There was quite a large meet
ing of the Lodge and representatives from eight
other Lodges were present. Snuday afternoon Mr.
Chase spoke at W est Camden and in the evening
at Thomaston. Monday evening he spoke at Rock
port, and Tuesday evening a t Vinalhaven. Mr. C.
will return to this city and vicinity about the latter
part of February and will deliver several ad
dresses on Temperance.
»J« Rev. G. R. Palmer, who officiated at the Con
gregational church last Sunday morning, in the
absence of Rev. Mr. Blair, the pastor, and de
livered an address to children npon lessons de
rived from the life of Samuel, made a very happy
turn of his subject when, upon looking over his
audience he found the children were in a small
minority. This, he said, was usually the case
upon such occasions. It was not confined to this
congregation. He had found it so in his own. He
then took advantage of the situation to incorporate
into an excellent address to children some sound
and practical lessons to those of riper years.
»5« The freight and passenger depot on Tillson’s
wharf is in progress of completion. The frame of
the entire structure is up, boarded and partially
clap-boarded. The division walls are being put in
as rapidly as is possible, and the exterior and in
terior work on the building is progressing finely.
W orkmen are engaged upon the piazza, which
will extend around the whole building, and which
will be 46S feet in length, varying in width from
six to 27 feet. The whole work is under charge
of M r. B. N. Hcmenway, and will be completed in
season for the opening of business in the Spring.
»£. We have had placed in our hands a copy of the
D a ily E ven in g A d c ciiiscr of January 31, 1835,
published in Portland by John and William E.
Edwards. It is a small sheet—five columns to
the page—about the size of the Rockland Courier.
The senior partner of the firm is still living in
Portland, but his brother -died a year or two ago.
The number before us contains the marriage of
our fellow citizen, Mr. Samuel Tibbetts, which
took place at Windsor, to Miss Maria W . Merrill,
daughter of Dr. Merrill, of that town. Mr. Tib
betts at that time was doing business at Bath.
Among the advertisements in the paper is one of
George II. Preble as agent of the Boston P earl, a
literary paper published in Boston. Mr. Preble is
now an Admiral in our Navy.

»i« Never before and probably not fora longtime
to come will our city be visited by so strong a
combination as that in which Mr. Lawrence Barrett
appears on the 25th of February. Mr. Barrett is
now playing an engagement at the P ark theatre,
after which they will make a short tour
in Man., previous to a long engagement West.
It is not fntx.- decided what play will be presented
here, but it wu
either Richelieu, Hamlet, or
Yorick’s Love. 3 i». following is cut from a long
article in a Pliiladelph»..tiapCrj reviewing his pre
sentation of Yorick’s Love,-., tj,at cjt v .
“ England’s greatest livingm.«ter jn picturing
the passions could well stand a pi^y beside him
in this one play which fits him as nothin:: in
which lie has here been seen does. E y^ heart
and hand End their aid to make his worli L rfccl.
bar above all, bis superb elocution, marked b? jjg]
tin e tu e ss of utterance and subtlety of emph&^g
lacked nothing of the reality of life. Words so i
as zephyrs, hard and cold as winter winds, or hiss
ing and cutting like steel, thrilled or pierced his
hearers. A “ creation ” is not the word for his
acting; it was a revelation of power. The soft,
kind-la ailed, loving husband and father, the ago
ny of the man on learning his fate, his anger and
luitred on knowing and facing the destroyer of his
happiness, and his remorse and death* were as
finished, each in their kind, as so many cut stones,
and cannot be praised enough.

Yesterday evening, Wednesday, certainly af
forded quite a variety of amusements for a small
village. A t Union H all, St. James Catholic church
held an Art Entertainm ent; Rev. Mr. Lyford lec
tured at the Methodist church on “ Utah—its peo
ple and Inhabitants.” The Youths Temperance
society met at Good Templars hall; the rc-union
of the Sunday school at the old Baptist church at
Mill River, took place; Knight’s of Honor held
their regular meeting, and quite a number of sew
ing circles and knitting bees were busy during the
afternoon and evening.

W ARREN.

S P E C IA L N O T IC E S

D E L IC IO U S

M ortuary .— The sad news was received here
on Sunday of the death of Miss Carrie E . Smith,
which occurred at the Quincy House Boston, Mass,
the 24th inst. Although expected, the event has
D E N T IS T .
cast a mournful shadow over the entire communi
All branches of dentistry faithfully attended to —
ty. For nearly a year, insidious disease has been V E R Y R E A S O N A B L E P R I C E S . T eeth extract
gnawing at the vitals of this young life; yet she ed without pain by N itrous Oxide Gas. Great reducbore her sufferings with great patience and cheer tion in the price of artificial teeth. Satisfaction guarfulness. Her womanly qualities, amiable temper
Cor. M a in and W in te r Sts.
ament, and ever ready sympathy for those in afflic
tion,won for her wide circle of friends who mourn
deeply her loss.
CAM DEN.
The funeral services took place from her father’s A . M . A U S T I N ,
T h e B a n d .— Owing to the storm of last week
residence on Wednesday.
Vox.
D E N T IS T .
on Tuesdey, the levee and dance was postponed to
O FFIC E OVER T. A. W EN TW O RTH ’S STORE,
the Thursday evening following, when the mem
B E R R Y B LO C K .
The barn and outbuildings owned by Col. D entistry In all its branches prom ptly attended to
bers of the baud with their friends met, eat, and
danced until near broad daylight of Friday morn James Morse, near Waldoboro, were burned a t REASONABLE PRICES.
extracted w ithout pain, by th e us
ing ; and tha universal expression was that a good Friday night, with contents consisting of N itrousTeeth
Oxide Gas.
time was enjoyed, while th t net proceeds was sat twenty tons of hay, one horse, three cows,
Rockland Jan. 1, 1879.
one
heifer,
one
yoke
of
steers,
three
sleighs,
isfactory. On Friday evening following, the band
boys, with their ladies, met at their hall and hud three farm wagons and all the farming
tiols. Loss S i.500. No insurance, The
an oyster supper and dance which was very much
lire is supposed to be incendiary. A man
enjoyed by all.
has been arrested on suspicion.
The Camden Cornet Band is worthy the patron
age and encouragement of our citizens, as they are
laboring hard to do honorato themselves as a baud,
and while thus engaged are sowitig the seeds which
will ripen into a better manhood than if the time journal of 24 pages, published by George
Crowell at Brattleboro. Vermont, and is devoted
spent in the band roomjvere spent in idleness. And to the interest of the American honsewife. Its
so well are they improving their time that the pages are filled with articles that are useful and
Subscription
coming>eason will find them equal to any band in interesting to the family circle.
T
price §1.10 per year.
the county.

T . E. T IB B E T T S ,

GEORGE

W.

Baked by Mb . G eoboe T. C kabtbee and shipped
direct to

W

. 'eg etable Pulmonary Balsam. Cutler Bros. &Co.,
Boston. Small reduced to 35c; Large, $1.

CEO. F. C H ASE & CO .,

BENSON'S CAPCINE POEOUS PL A STE B S A R E SUPERIOR TO A LL OTHERS.

No u io re H a r d T im e s .
If you will stop spending so muck on fine
clothes, rich food and style, buy good, healthy
food, cheaper and better clothing; get more real
and substantial things of life every wav, and es
pecially stop the foolish habit of employing ex
pensive, quack doctors or using so much of the
vile humbug medicines th a t does you only harm,

MARINE
Insurance Company.

| U

H3 3 ^ 1
BG
B B
fl

B IR T H S .
the name of the sender, as a guarantee of authenticity .J

SIO.OOQ y l'l U P4ld to an/ per- ,1

>^5° roa
35 Cts.

IN C O M E .
Premiums earned and term inated.. . . . . . .

$750,759 51

Interest and other items...............................

35,657 36

w ill n o t c u r e I Sold by all Druggists
and Dealers at 3 5 c . and 75c. S a m p le
b o ttle s , 10c.
See th at the n
of F . W . K IN S M A N is blown ii
glass of tho hottie. Trade supplied by GEO. C.
GOODWIN & CO., Boston, Mass.
D4w6

ON 3 0 DAYS' T R IA L

ORGANS 13 stops.3 set Reeds.2 Knee Swells
Stool, Book, only S98.-83”Holiday News
$676,670 06 paper FREE. Address DAN’L F. BEATTY, WASH!M6T0N, N.J'
106,546 81

S T A T IS T IC S .

A mount insured since organization,___$208,215,721 00
Frank Robinsonjaud Miss Faustina W atts, both of St. ' Premiums received since organization.... 4,463,406 24
G I ^Savannah, Ga., Dec. 16th, L am ar Keller, of Ba- Losses incurred since organization............... 2,460,002 53
Average annual earnings on capita!,.. 16 24-100 pei ct.

200 pages; price $1.00
Agents can sell 15 copies daily. Park Pub. Co . Hurt
ford, Conn.
D4w8

. .

A SSETS.

86,625 00
28,890 00

20,000 Boston & Albany R. R. bonds..........

24,400 00

10,000 City of Bangor bonds.........................
10,000 Merchandise National Bank................
5000 A. T. & S. F. R. R. bonds.................... .

10,500 00
10,000 00

5.425 00
Loans secured by first mortgage.........
. 80,012 30
Loan, on call secured by collateral.,.
. 44,870
Premium notes
344,824 51
.........................................
Balance in New York and 'Montreal Branch

house on the site of the old one. I t will be after
the gothic style of architecture and judging* from
the plans, it will present a very handsome appear
ance when completed. The location, which is one
of the finest in town, can but add to make the ex»emal appearance more attractive.
The school house in what is known as the Mills
distHct was burned last Tuesday night. No clew
is yet obtained as to how It twvu
T h is
be a serioas loss to the district as the winter term
of school beingin progress all the books and uten
sils of the schoolroom were destroyed.
Andrew J . Chase Esq. G. W . C. T. of the Good
Templars order, delivered an excellent lecture;
temperance, at the church last Tuesday evening.
Large numbers partiepnted in the enlivening fun
of ice-boating and s i t i n g on Carver’s Pond, dur
ing the early p'*-L° f the week. The band, while
assemble-’ thcir midst, favored the skaters with
so**'3of their best music ou Tuesday evening.
Our representative Mr. L. W. Smith is at home
on a visit. H e says that there are seventy-five
stalwart fusionists, besides himself, who will stick
solidly together in their present organization.
How it will be after the questions which they have
submitted, are answered, remains to be seen.
Rev. Mr. Purington continues to draw out large
congregations to the Sunday and Wednesday eve
ning meetings. There is a wide field for bis labors
and it is to be hoped that he may be crowned with
a large measure of success in his efforts among

Due on account, accrued interest, nnd other

Offices............................................................

sympathetically disordered
diseases of uterus. There Is also a dull, heavy
pain constantly felt in the lower portion of the back,
or a severe burning and sharp pain that is almost un
endurable; a soreness through the loins, pubis or
lower portion of the abdomen, and through the upper
portion of the thighs; nausea in the stomach is o f fre
quent occurrence; pain and giddiness in the head, a
sense o f confnsion or weakness, and constant running

C A N N E D GOODS
O f all D escriptions. Cigars, Tobacco,
Foreign and Domestic F ruits, Station
ery, N uts o f till kiuds, &c., &c.

A p p le s $ 2 ,2 5 p e r b a r r e l.
L Y D IA E . P IN K H A M ’S

P o ta to e s $ 1 .5 0 p e r b a r r e l.

V EG ETA B LE COMPOUND

Country produce bought and sold for
Cash.

is a positive core for these painftnl complaints and
weaknesses peculiar to women. I restores the bloodi
to its natural condition, directs the vital power aright
strengthens the muscles o f the uterus, lifts It into
place, and gives it tone and strength so th a t the cure is
radical and entire. It strengthens the back and pelvis
region; it gives tone to the whole nervous system ; It
restores displaced organs to their natural position.

A r r iv e d .

L IA B IL IT IE S .
A r 24th, sells Mary Brewer, Tolman, P o rtlan d ; 25th,
Citv of Ellsworth, Grant, do; 26th, brig Beu (Carver, Losses due a n d u n p a id ...............
Not
c<>fgont N Y ; sell Fanny Barney. Wallace. -----; U 8
1
....................................
X>O1
jjev gn-amer McCulloch, Dean, Mt D esert; 17th, sch All known, re |w rt« l and supposed losses...$106,3G2
, Marietta, A m e.,U rl.tnl; 251b, Rev Steam er McCultoeb, _
: Dean,
~
.from
-------------Premium,
on all risk. r~* •----------------------------------------------------------- 1—
-• 1AA
a cruise.

S a ile d .

egard policy-holders..........

Sid 24tl», sclia Red Jacket, Ginn, Thoniastou, aoth,
G W Baldwin, Lewis, Boston; 57tlf, U S Rov Steamer
McCulloch, cruising; 28th, Bedabudec* Clifford, N Y;
Maria Theresa, Smith, Rockport; 20th, Alfred Keen,

M essrs.

ing and usint,-, sent by mail fr e e i______
— receipt Ol stamp. Please name this pa,
------ 1------- 49 Powers’Block,Rc:heiUr.~

L o n d o n , E n g le .n d .
D IR E C T O R S .

c.

The patients, who could before walk bu t a few steps,
and with great pain, can, after the. use of this remedy,
walk several miles without discomfort. I t permeate*
every portion o f the system, and gives new Ute and
vigor. It removes Dyspepsia, Faintness, Flatulency,
destroys all cravings for stimulants, and relieves weak
ness of the stomach. It will cure entirely the w orst
cases of Falling of the Uterus, Lencorrhoca, Painful
Menstruation, Inflammation or Ulceration, Irregulari
ties, Flooding,etc. For tha cure o f Kidney Complain t*
of either sex this compound is unsurpassed.
It is impossible for a woman, after a faithful course
of treatm ent with this medicine, to continue to have
weakness of the uterus, and thousands of women to
day cherish greatful remembrances of the help derived
lroir •*----------of
----------------this remedy.

Y O U N G ’S

Retail Store,

St. George, Jan . 1, ISSO.

P rice S I .OO per B ottle.
Sold by all D ru gg ists.

317 M AIN STREET.

Com m issioner’s N otice.

PARSONS, BANGS & Co.

Y o u w ill alw ays fin d on hand |

a fu ll lin e o f th e above goods.
Aiso Broom s, Brushes, P a ils ,' ^ 7 &
Tubs, Glass W a re , C o n fec tio n -,
ery, &c., as lo w as the lowest.

NELSON HALL,
W H ITN EY LONG.
3m0

COUNT Y - I n Court of Probate, held at Rock404,016 53 KNOX
land,on the third Tuesday of January, lfcSO.
701,047 69
QUARLES Y. FULLER, (iuardian of LOUISA A.
/ STA RRETT, of W arren, in said County, minor,
having presented his first account of guardianship of
o f said w ard for allowance:
O rdered , T h a t notice thereof he given, on the fore)iug petition, three weeks successively, in the Itock
land Gazette, printed in Rockland, in said County, that
all persons interested may attend at a Probate Court, to
be held at Rockland, on the third Tuesday of Februlext, and show cause, if any they have, why the
said account should not be allowed.
3w9.
E. M. WOOD, Judge.
A true copy,—A ttest:—T. P. PIERCE, Register.

B A R I N G - B R O S . JL C O .,

3 2 3 M AIN STR EET.

CONSUMPTION

C

M A R IN E RISK S ONLY!
Certificates isauod payable in Sterling,
bouse of

L o d i a n d K i t c h e n M in e r a l S o a p .l

TTrAVta

presented insolvent, give notice that
months aae allowed to said creditors
ill be in session at Nelprove their claims
TH URSDAY, March 18, ISSO, and
Hall’s office
! o’clock in the afternoon, for that
May 22, 1SSU, at

P O R T O F RO JELLAND.

A g ents for La B elle Copying
B ook an d In k.

P ATKN1 ED SAFETY AT-

CURED. A sim ple v e g e ta b le rem edy
for tho ipertrfy and permanent cure of Consump
tion .Bronchitis,Catarrh. Asthma/xad all Throat
and Lur.g Ajjectiom. Also a p o sitiv e a n d
r a d ic a l e u ro for Nervous Debility and all
Nervous Complaint.0, tcAicA has been tested in
\d sc f eases. Itecipo.whh full dir ctions

38,177 97

M A R IN E JO U R N A L .

G e n e ra l A g en ts,

M ID D L E

ST

PO RTLA N D .

S P E E R ’S

Y O U N G ’S PORT GRAPE
FISH MARKET ’ S a m b u c i W i n e s !
U N D E R STORE,

317

M a in S t r e e t c o r n e r O a k .

Where you will always find a lull as- HI
so rtm e n to f Fresh and Salt Fish, Oys- ,5
KNOX COUNTY—In Court o f Probate, held at Rock
land, on the,third Tuesday of January 1S80.
ters, Claws, &c.
ACOB G. LU D W IG , Administrator on the estate
FtT' Oysters furnished to parties at (j
of MARY J . KIMBALL, late of Rockland, in
eaid County, deceased, having presented his second ac
short
notice.
5
count of administration of said estate for allowance:

J

O rd ered , T h at notice thereof be given, three weeks
BLANCHARD.
II. J . BOARDMAN.
successively, in the Rockland Gazette, printed in Rock
land, in said County, that all persons interested may
JO SE PH NICKERSON. F . U. ODIORNE.
attend at a Probate Court to be held at Rockland, ou
B. McNEAR.
FRA N K B. DOLE.
the third Tuesday of February next, and show cause,
if any they have, why the said account should not be
FR A N K N. TH A Y ER. THOMAS H. LORD.
allowed.
3w9
E. M. WOOD, Judge.
W . H . KINSMAN.
JA M ES L IT T L E FIE L D .
. true copy,—A tte st:—T. 1’. PIERCE, Register.
R. B. FULLER.
GEORGE HINMAN.
K "N 0X COUNTY—In Court of Probate, held at RockTHOMAS DANA.
M. F. PICK ERIN G .
Zand, on the third Tuesday of January, I860.
LMON BIRD , Administrator on the estate of
ROBERT JAMESON, Ute of Camden, in said
BOSTON O F F IC E .
7oum Y» deceased, having presented his second and final
ccoun t o f administration of said estate for allowSv

A

17

S ta le S tre e t.

O rdei ’-ED, T hat notice thereof be given, three weeks
successive ly in the Rockland Gazette, printed in Rock
T H O S . H . L O R D , S e c r e ta r y . land, in sa 'd County, that all persons interested may
attend a t a .’’r o ta te Court to be held a t Rockland, on
th e third T uesdayl of February next, and show cause,
if any they h av e,'w hy the said account should not he
YORK O F F IC E ,
allowed.
SW9
E . M. WOOD, Judge,
u true copy,—A t t e s t T . P . P ier c e , Register

R . B . FVLLEK, President.

NEW
0 5

W

a ll

H E R B E R T F U L L E R ...

S tre e t.

• V ic e P r e s id e n t.

W A R D W I L L I A M S ...............A s s t. S e c r e ta r y .
3w8

Flour,
F lo u r !
I am rece iv in g d ire c t fro m
St. Louis some o f th e B E S T
Grades o f Old aDd N e w P ro
cess F lo u r, w h ich I am se
lin g now

V e r y L o w - fo r C a s h !

BRISTO L BOARD

. .^L SB U R Y , o f Rockland, in said County, mi__r, having presented her first accouut of guardianship
of said ward for allow ance:
O rd ered , T h at notice thereof be given, three weeks
successively, in the R ockland Gazette, printed in
Rockland, in said County, that all persons interested
may attend a t a Probate Court to be held at Rockland,on
the third Tuesday of February next, and show cause,
if any they have, why the said account should not
be allowed.
3 w9J
E . M. W OOD. Judge.
A true copy,—A t t e s t T . P. PIERCE, Register.

C

A -true copy,—Attest

:T . g

M. WOOD, Judge.
P ier c e , Register.

3

A delicate line flavored Sherry from the Bpanish
bonPC’ C^Ual 10 thC liUtat brands im ported from Lis-

S p e e r’s P , J . o r P e d ro J . B ra n d y .

d iffe re n t styles o f
B R IS T O L

CARD BO ARD

tA T

R E T A .I I .,

GRAY

CORN,

H A IR

TO ITS O RIG IN A L COLOR,
L uxuriance a n d B eauty o i
Y outh , by using
B A IL E Y ’S F R E N C H
R E S T O R A T IV E
PO W D ERS,

M EAL,
RESTORED
O A T S , D®- Restores Gray H air to its Original Color.
j

Prevents the H air from falling out.
.ttiFCures Humors of the Scalp and Hair-eaters.
Is elegantly perfumed and agreeable to use.
------- P r ic e o n ly 3 5 C e n ts.-------Sent by mail, free of postage, to any part of tlie
United States or Canada, on receipt o f 35 cent*, by
th at can be found in the city, which I am Belling at the T. B. BAILEY, Milford, Mass., or any o f his agents.
Lowest Market Prices.
Sold by all druggists.
USE BA IL E Y ’S FREN CH COSMETIQUE.
The best Hair Dressing in the world. T rial bottles
5 cents. Large bottles only $1.00.
U se B u c k lin o ’s L o n g B ra n ch B o u q u e t,
AND

A LL KINDS OF FEED,

CHAS. T . S P E A R ,

i m ost delightfully fragrai
known. Price only 25 cents.

AT THIS OFFICE.

M am m oth Posters,
PROGRAMMES, DODGERS,

3

fi. J. Kt&daU K Vv-, Eao«hurs Falfr, YenaocU

T S 40
41?A TC‘THE ISN OFFICE.

Mt. Frospect Vineyards, Passaic, New Jersey .
J ohn L a F ox , Paris, Agent for ‘France; G. T L ud
low , London, A geut for Great Britain.

FOR SALE BY DRUGGISTS.

MISS BEECHER’S
HAIR OR WHISKER DYE,

L a w B la n k s,
D ip lo m a s ,

For Hair and Whis
kers. Changes light
* Jet
black, dark brown,
or
auburn color. It con
tains no Sulphur or

C er tific a te s,

rious Ingredient. It
requires but a slnglo
applicatiou to effect
its purpose juhI waahtag b required after
dyeing, as in the case
of other dyes, it Is not
two separate articles
(as are most hair
dyes), bu t a singlo
combination; and ex
perienced wholesalo
ilruggbts, who havo

C o rp o ra tio n W ork ,

STA T E M E N T H E A D S ,

LOO o id P a p e r s. 100

it im parts a healthy action to the Kidneys and Urinary
organs, very beneficial In Gout and Rheumatic affec 
tions.
None gennine unless the signature of “ At r a m
S pues , Passaic, N . J . , ” is over the cork o f each bottle
A LFRED SPEER, Proprietor.

B IL L H E A D S ,

Tlii« vcmarkablc medi
cine will cure Spavins,
Splint, Curb, Colloua, &c..
or any enlargement, and
will remove tho bunch,
without bliitering or c*uiing a »ore. No remedy
everdiicovered equals it for
certainty oi faction
- — •in itop_ . ______
ning
and reping the lamencw
I
S sjM
Il moving the bunch. K
Trie*
<1-00. Send for Ulu*.
fltrated circular giving po«itive proof, and your
nearcit agent’eaddreai. K e n d a ll’s SpavJ i n C a r e 1* so ld b y D ru g ffista , or

celebrated for its beneficial qualities, highly esteemed
by eminent physicians, used in European and Ameri
can Hospitals and by the first families In Europe and
America.
.
r
Excellent for weak and debilitated persons, the aged
and lutirm, Improving thu. appetite and beneflttinr.
ladies and children.
"

A s a D iu r e tic ,

I also have one o f the Largest Stocks of

S to r e , 3 2 9 Main S t .,

This noted Brandy is a pure distillation from the
grape and is equal to the finest Hennessy or Otard
Brandies; for medicinal purposes it can be relied upon
as strictly pure.
r

S p e e r’s S am b u c i W in e .

4 2 “ Co me and tryhny Flour and see for yourself that
he priceat are the V ERY L O W E S T ..^

Elevator and M ill, Spear’s W ha rf.

S p e e r’s P o r t G rap o W in e,
From the Oporto Grape, raised by Mr. Speer a t hi*
vineyards, is a rich heavy-bodied Port, used by families
ror weddings, and parties as an evening wine, and by
ladies and weakly persons for strengthening; also tho
principal wine for communion purposes.

S p e e r’s P . J . S h e rry ,

3

KNOX COUNTY—In Probate Court, held at Rockland
on the third Tuesday o f January 1880.
HARLES Y. FU LLER, Guardian o f M ELVINA
M. STA RRETT, o f W arren, in said County, minor, having presented his first account of guardiauship
of said ward for allowance:
O rd ered , T h at notice thereof be given, three weeks
successively, in the Rockland Gazette, printed in Rock
land in said County, that all persons interested may
attend at a Probate Court to be held a t Rockland, ou
the third Tuesday of February next, and show cause, if
an y they have, why the said account should not be al-

.

CARDS, Bill Heads, TAGS

Female W eaknesses, 1

S u g a r s , S p ic e s,

s> Newton’s Safety Lamp Co.,
13 W.H Hiwutw.v, N.w Ycri
Factory and Office, Binghamton, N. Y.

Cash with banks and hankers....................... $266,575 93
75,000 City of Boston bonds..........................
27,000 City o f Cambridge bonds...................

; Mailed Free for 35 Cts.

$ 1 0 , 0 0 0 . 8,
SA FE T Y
LAM P.

[Notices of Deaths are inserted froe, b u t obituary $200,000 U. 8. Bonds....................................... 209,750 00

A D V E R T IS E R S

the positive euro

For all Female Complaints.

$7S6,416 Si

In this city, 16th inst., by Rev. W . T. Stowe, Mr.

»J<The Temperance Praise Meeting a t the Conr
Barque Charles B. Kenney, Capt. J. M.
greational church last .Sunday evening was well
Fickett, arrived at Bath Saturday^ 113 days
attended, and was very interesting throughout.
from Port Townsend, Washington Territory
Deacon J. G. Torrey presided and remarks were
the distance being 8000 miles. Site was
D O M E S T IC P O R T S .
mack by Judge Hall, W . O. Fuller, Jr., and Chas.
loaded witli spars and deck plank for Goss PORTSMOUTH—Remaining in lower harbor 23d,
ach Ruth S Hodgdou, Stearns, Rockland for Boston.
& Sawyer.
E . Littlefield. Judge Hall made an excellent sug
BOSTON—A r21st, sell Almon Bird, Driukwater,
gestion ; and that was that on the “ Children’s
Philadelphia
EDGARTOW N—Sch A F Ames, Achorn, Phila
Sunday,” evciy year, the pledge should be present
Sacram ental Wine.
delphia for Boston.
ed to them at the public service for their signa
I-ALL RIV ER—A r 22d, sch Caroline Knight.
Speer’s Port G rape W ine is a pure, unintoxicatlug
tures. This would be educating the children in
ine, made from the finest native grown Port Grapei Rockland.
VIN EY A RD HAVEN—A r 22d, sch 8 M Bird, Mer
ipeciallv adapted to the use of Christian Chur h
the right way, and the pledge won-V be kept by
rill, Baltimore for Belfast.
and guaranteed to retain its greatful flavor and
them. Mr. Fuller made a grand speech in which
A r 24th, sch Freem an,ilogers, Thomaston for New
tial qualities unimpaired for any period. Much used
by invalids. The principal churches in New York and York.
lie presented some statistics in flatio n to the liquo.
EDGECOMB, ME—In port Ja n 24th, sch Ca___
i use. For sale by druggists,
"Brooklyn
’ ' ’have adopted
’opted its
busincr- in this city.
Littlefield’s remarks
Jameson, Pressey, for Baltimore, ldg icc—would prob
2w9
ably be ready to sail same day.
were brief, as he wa«- suffering from a cold, but
PPH IL A D E L PH IA —Cld 22d, sch R C Thomas,
they were strongand earnest, as usual. The sing
Nothing is uglier than a crooked hoot or shoe Thorndike, Boston.
straighten them with Lyon’s Heel Stiffeners.
BALTIMORE—A r 22d, sch Isaac Orbeton, Crock
ing by choir and congregation was excellent. We
ett, Horse Island.
hope these meetings will l>e continued, monthly at
CHARLESTON—Sld22d, sch Addle E Snow, T horn
M ONEY to LOA N—On valuable watches and dike, New York. '
least, changing the place of the meetings so that
The new dry goods department of the company solid gold jewelry. In sums, from Ten Dollars
FE R N A N D IN A —A r 16th, sell Cephns S tarrett,
every society in the city shall be able to participate
sfore is very ^commodious and every thing looks up to hundreds. Business strictly confidential. Babbidge, Beaufort.
in them.
SAN FRANCISCO—Sid 15th, ship Samuel W atts,
R. B. B a y n e s , N o. 223, Main Street, Rockland,
as neat as a pin, under charge of Messrs. Frohock Me.
Lermoud, Queenstown.
. 3w4.
SAVANNAH—Sid from Tybce 17th, ships Loretto,
•5* At the annual meeting of the Rockland Young and Searles. It is a great improvement over the
and Samuel Fish.
Men’s Christian Association last week, the follow old one.
A r 25th, sch H attie Turner, (of Thomaston) Barter,
IM P O R T A N T .
Port Royal, SC, Jan 13. Had strong variable winds
ing officers were chosen for the ensuing year:—W. T E N A N T ’S H A R B O R .
most of the passage.
When you visit or leave New York City,
O. Fuller, Jr., President; H. F . Thurston, 1st
A r25th, sells Metropolitan, Roberts, 'Vinalhaven;
F atal A c c id e n t . —On Thursday afternoon, of Baggage Expressage and Carriage Hire, and stop
Vice President; P . S. Crockett, 2nd do.; W . H. last week, Mr. Hugh Kelley was almost instantly at G rand Union H otel, nearly opposite Grand Cen Ruth S Hodgdou, Stearns, Rockland.
Below—schs Eva May, and John Bird, bound in.
Hyde, Treasurer; L. S. Robinson, Recording Sec killed by being caught Iwtween two large blocks of tral Depot. 330 elegant rooms reduced to §1 and . N
EW PO RT—In port 23d, sch A lbert Jameson, Canretary; E . S. Albee, Corresponding Secretary. granite at the Long Cove granite quarry. Mr. upwards per day, European Plan. Elevator. Res dage, from N Y.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR—A r 21st, sch Willie
The Association is out of debt and the rent of Kelley was at work on a large stone, which taurant supplied with the best. Horse Cars, Luce,
Camden, Me for Pensacola; Veto, Thorndike,
Stages and .Elevated Rail Road to all Depots.
the room is paid up to next September. There are weighed several tons, and which lay on an inclined Travelers can live better for less money at the from E ast Greenwich for New York.
about 40 members in the Association, and ' 190 plane and he, by a jar or by some means, caused Grand Union, than at any other first-class Hotel
F O R E IG N .
in
the
Citv.
y28
meetings have been held during the past year. The the rock to move. There was another stone just
Deraarnra—A r previous to Ja n 24th, sch Aldana
committees appointed for the present year are as below and Kelley wa6 caught by the hips between
Rokes, Rhodes, Baltimore.
Minatitlnn—A r Ja n 5th, bark E phraim. Williams,
follows:
W a n te d .
the two. He screamed as he was cruolied, at whieh
Keen, Stonnington.
Sherman & Co., Marshall, Mich., want an agent in
M issions.— L. S. Robinson, W . H. Hyde, F . E . all the workman ran to his assistance. It was
Straits of Sunda—Passed Nov 30th, E P Litchfield,
this county at once, at a salary of $100 per month and Spaulding,
from Hong Kong for New York.
Post.
several minutes before the rocks could be separated, expenses paid. For full particulars address as above.
Rio Grande—In port Dec 29th, sch Joseph Farwell,
Iy51
I Vi/VZng.—P. S. Crockett, J. Fred Hall, H . F . He was immediately taken ;to the boarding
Farwell, Boston.
St John, P R—A r Dec 24th, sch May Munroe, Hall.
Thurston.
house, a few rods distant, but died ou the way.
Philadelphi, (and sld 28th for Fajardo.)
— Miss Sawyer’s Salve i
F inance.— J. P. Cilley, C. G. Moffitt, J r., R. Everything possible was done for the unfortu
known. Price 25 cents.
Fred Cric.
nate m an^but the fatal crush had been made
L ib ra ry a n d B oom s.— F. Tighe, J. H . Paine, H. which no mortal hand could repair. The funeral
— The Holman Liver Pad is the only genuine, and
positively cures as advertised.
Iy28
M. Lord.
the next day, was largely attended at the Baptist
Lecturers.— F . M. Shaw, H. Howard, Jr., W . J. church in this village, the workmen to the number
very year by using
Peny.
of about two hundred attending in a body.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Mr. Kelley came to this country from Ireland
— Ring’s Vegetable Ambrosia restores gray hair to
about five years ago,but had been here only a few
its original color, prevents the hair from falling out,
weeks, and is supposed to have been about thirty and is one of the finest dressings for the hair in the
lij tl)e
C o u n ty .
years of age. A letter was found in his pocket market. Parsons, Bangs & Co.-, W holesale Drug’ts. Iy28 By addressing C E O . P . R O W E L L & C O .,
10 Spruce St., New York, can learn the exact cost of
from his brother mailed at Belfast, Ireland. No
any proposed line of A D V ERTISIN G in American
one here seems to know anything of his former B o c k la iu l R e ta il P r ic e s C u rre n t Newspapprs. 4 3 “ 1 0 0 -p a g e P a m p h le t, 1 0 cts.
history.
These prices art
TH O M A ST O N .
(3*
a Month and expenses guaranteed to Agt.._,.
.
.
______
M a sonic .— A t the anuual meeting of Eureka envise specified c
T • ■ Outfit free. S haw & Co., A vgusta , M e . 4 w4
quantities prices will 'be a shade Tower. Corrected
Mr. E. L. Dillingham and Mr. W . II . Hatch, of
Lodge of Free and Accepted Masons,hcldJJan. 22d, ------Hy.
the board of Overseers of the poor of Thomaston, the following officers were elected for the ensuing
Y EA R and expenses to ngents.Outfit Free
R o c k l a n d , Ja n . 29, isso.
< « « A ddress
P. O. VICKERY, Augusta. Me.
take* this occasion to publicly return their thanks year:
P r o v is io n s. F r u it nu<l P ro d u ce.
to Capt. A.JF. Crockett, Chairman of tho Over
J. W. Smitli, W. M .; C. G. Crockqr, S. W .; J. Apples ^ b b l.......2.00 52.50 Steak, f tt>......................12
N
otice
o
f Foreclosure.
seers of the poor, of the city of Itockland, for his
A. Studloy, J. W .; II. F. Kelloch, T reas.; S. A.
Cooking, ^ p k .......20§25 S p a re -rib ,^ lb.
uniform courtesy and kindness towards those suf Wheeler, Sec.; J. H . Long, S. D .; E . R. Clark,
D r i e d , l b ..................638 Sausage &
Beans, Y £4^ bu .2.00fi2 25 Hams, lb.................... 15
. . County of Knox, and State of Maine, on the
fering poor of this town who have come under his
J. D .; J. Smith, S. S .; D. McLoud. J . S.
Beef, roasts, V lb---- I2 gl6.P oultry
lb
fourth day o f September, A . D., 1874, by her deed of
charge and direction; and that on all occasions he
Steak tg Hi..........15g20j Chickens, Spring...............15 mortgage of that day, by her signed, sealed, acknowl
The installation services will take place at Cen
Corned, lb................S5IO, Turkeys.................I6 ai18 edged, delivered, and recorded in the Knox County
has dealt fairly by us, and with a consideration tennial Hall on the 29th.
Tongue, V tt>................... 12 D ucks,...........................15 Registry of Deeds, vol. 3, page 400, mortgaged to
that has l>ccn moderate and economical. In a late
Beets, new.f* lb................ 02' Geese............................12 Thomus O’Brien, of Thomaston, County and State
The school in District No. 3, taught by A. E Butter V »>................... 22320 Fowl, lb......................12 aforesaid,
case he saved to the town of Thomaston somewhat
a certain lot of land bounded as follows:—
lb...................03 Potatoes,
Bounded W esterly by land of John A . Patterson;
near the sum o f Jifteen dollars per week. He has Williams of Union, closed last Saturday, after a Cabbage,
Cranberries ^ b u 3.50' Potatoes, new,
p k ...l8
Southerly by Oyster River; Easterly by land of John
successful
term
of
ten
weeks.
The
prompt
and
Cheese, V tb..............125I6 Pickles, g al............40g50 A. Patterson, and N ortherly by road leading from
also, in every instance (say these gentlemen) .acted
per doz................22 S q u a sh e s,? t b ...................... 4 Thomaston to W arren village. The conditions of said
in an lioncrable manner, in every particular, was regular attendance were particularly noticeable. Eggs
Lard, ? lb......................... 10iTomatoes, fre sh ,? lb.......... mortgage having been broken, the Executor of the will
ju st and humane and in even’ relation; it is gratify The names of pupils not absent more than one Lamb ? lb.......................9 S llj p e r c a n ,................ 10515 of the within named mortagee, claims to have the said
n io n s ,? lb ..................a^T urnips,? tb..................~02 mortgage foreclosed, and for that purpose give till
ing to add that his intercourse has been obliging' day areas follows:—Maggie Rivers, Maggie Dizer, O
Pork, ( c le a r ) ? tb............ 9 V e a l,? lb..................... 8510 notice according to statutes provisions in such case
The pleasant interchanges of Municipal courtesies Etta Henderson, Id a Davis, Eva Torrey, Austin Round Hog, ? tb ................6g7| S teak..........................15 made and provided.
Davis, Weston Rivers. Names of those not ab
arc certainly commendable.
G roceries, e tc .
J . C. LEV EN SA LER, Executor.
sent
more
than
two
days,
Grace
Davis,
Julia
Watts,
Thomaston, January 19,1880.
3w8
Mr. William Adams, an esteemed^ venerable
Coffee ? lb
[Sugar per lb
R io ,........................16g20i G ranulated,...................12
citizen of Thomaston, died at his residence on Eddie Barter, Maurice Davis, Kate Brown.
Roasted & gr. Rio 20 525 E x tra coffeecrushed..ll
Names
of
pupils
not
tardy
once
during
the
term,
Main Street, Saturday morning. 24th inst. nt the
Ja v a ,.................. 3ug38
W e C h a lle n g e t h e W h o le W o r ld .
advanced age of 80 years and 3 months. Mr. Ad Grace Davis, Weston Rivers, Austin Davis, Mau Molasses g a l...............
I f those affiicted with Catarrh could examine the
H avana................. 40g45
ams came from Edgecorab to this town upwards rice Davis, Katie Brown, Henry Dwier, Eva Tor
Porto Rico,........... 60 565 Tea, Japan, lb...frm20 to60 lining membrane of their nasal cavity, extending
rey, Ida Davis, Mary Dizer, Richard Davis,
ew O rleans,............50560
Ooiong, per lb-----25 g60 through the head to the throat, they would discover an
of fifty years ago, and has lived a useful and honOil, K e ro se n e ,? gall2g20 Eng. B re a k fa st,........40,50 ntlamed and irritated condition of the lineing mem
Clarence Davis, Irving Teel, Lewis Barter. S.
erable life. He raised a large family, all of whom
Prunes, ? lb.............7 10 Salt, ? bu........................ 4o brane with the minute blood-vessels swolln and enRaisins, ? 1-4 box........ 60 S alratus,.......................8310 gorged with blood almost to bursting. An acrid anil
are grown up and settled in life, and for the most W E S T C A M D E N .
unhealthy discharge constantly flowing from the in
Mr. U. E . Leach has arrived home, and will
F lo u r , C orn, M e a l, etc.
flamed mucous membranes, und dropping into the
part reside in California, with the exception of one
..85IO throat, causing a choking, sickening BenBation and dif
daughter, the wife of Capt. Harvey Mills of this spend a few weeks with his friends before return Barley, per bu................ 60 P earl B arley,.
ficulty in breathing, a portion of which is expelled by
ing to college.
tow n.
coughing, hawking nnd spitting. In some cases this
Cracked, w heat per tb..00 Middlings, pr lb,
is very tenacious and difficult of expulsion: a
The Baptist Quarterly meeting will be held in Corn, per bu.............. 6S370 O ats, pr bu................ 55g60 matter
The Ship Belle O’Brien, Capt. Wjlliam T.
Corn tneal, pr b u ,..68370 Oatm eal, pr lb ........... 5g 10 large portion of it is swallowed into the stomach,
O’Brien, arrived at this port on Friday 23d from this place Tuesday, Feb. 9.
Flour, per bbl. ..6.OO3IO.OO Rye, pr bu ..................... 1.20 which assimilates with the food, whereby its poisoneffects are carried to the whole system, contami
Norfolk, Va. She now lies ju st below The “ Bea
Mr. John Wilson is removing from this place to Fine Feed, per lb........... 14a Shorts, pr l b ..................1*4 ous
G raham F lour, per lb .4^5 Potash, lum p...................10 nating every tissue witn its unhealthy influence. So
con,” but is soon to drop down river, where it is Rockland. W e are sorry to part with so kind a
hail the Chieftain, the Prince of Conquerors—D r. Jo 
siah Briggs’s |C atarrh
F la b , e tc .
said she will be reeaulked, and await better rates neighbor.
cod p r lb ..235);; Corned Cod..................... 4 W . H . Kittredge and C.
for freight than are now offered.
Rev. A. G. Hemingway’s house was broken into F ish,dry
Freslrcod, pr lb....4< j5:-Napes & tins, p rlb .,5 ^ 8
Tongues & Sounds,
Ship A. McCallum, Capt. G. W . K. Masters, last Friday night, and quite a number of aeticles Smok’dBloaters prlb
Dry pollock, pr lb.l&2>4
p r lb ..........................8
and Ship Alexander Gibson, Capt. James Speed, stolen, such as flour, lard, sugar etc. The thieves
Fresh halibut,.........83IO. Lobsters, pr lb............05
arrived at San Francisco, via.,-Callao, on the 22d vere, dobbtless, preparing for Quarterly meeting. •Smoked halibut,prlb.12; Salmon, pr lb
Salt,
m
a
c
k
e
re
l,....3,
ll.iF
ln
n
le
H
ad d ie a p r lb__ 10
G. W . C. T. Chase lectured on the subject of Fresh Mackerel,...........<j : Oysters.........................
inst., from Liverpool from which port they both
50^35
LETTER HEADS, POSTERS,
Temperance, in the Baptist Church Sunday after
sailed on the same day.
C o a l, W o o d , B ay, e tc .
Bark Mark G. Reed, Capt. W alter E . Coinery, noon. He was listened to by an appreciative au Coal p e r t o n . . . . 5 60§6 OOiHay, pressed. 14 00015 00 Prom ptly printed a t thia office, 210 Main Street,groun
Wood, hard per
IH air, pr bu ...................... 25
floor. O rders by Mail promtl j
dience.
We
hope
the
effect
m
ay
be
to
raise
Phce
arrived at San Francisco 23th inst. from Victoria,
cd.................. 5 0005 501Cement, pr cask..........1 40
•tteaded to.
nix Lodge again.
Soft, per cd.......... s 4 001Sand pr cask............ 20325
British Columbia, with a cargo o f coal.

VEGETABLE COMPOUND,

C o n s ta n tly o n H an d .

W e will send our E lectro -Voltaic B elts and other
Electric Appliances upon trial for 30 days to those suf$786,416 87 ering from N e rv o u s D e b ility , Rheumatism, Paralis or any diseases of the Liver or Kidneys, a n d
a n y o t h e r d ise a se s. A Sure Cure guaranteed or no
pay, A ddress VOLTAIC BELT CO.,Marshall,Mich.

known and supposed losses, return premiums, re-inBurancc, taxes, rebates and
all other expenditures,.............................

M A R R IA G E S .

D EA TH S.

A » m i s W u n tr d , Male or Fvinele.
S. S. NEWTON'S SAFETY LAMP CO.,

BOTANIC BALSAM

CONTRA.

D iscoverer o f

L Y D IA E . P IN K H A M ’S

A*

T e a s, C offee, M o lasses,

Amount insured........r................ .. .8 4 4 .,7 3 5 .5 1 9 OO
Premiums Received..............................
8 2 9 ,1 1 5 OO

In Rockville, to Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Rhoades, a son.
In Friendship, Jan. 16th, to Mr. and Mrs. E verett J .
Cook, a daughter.

anuah, and Marietta Luce, of this city.

STORE!

ON LIFE & PROPERTY.

D e c e m b e r 31, 1

Losses paid and unpaid, including all

LYIST N-, M A S S .

ELOCUTIONIST’S ANNUAL
R eadings, D ialogu es, etc.

our’s ,< F E T V ‘ TT ACia.vi f-

ACCOUNT CURRENT
F o r th e Y e a r E n d in g

OF

Diseases by th e uew
and s e n t tr e e . D as
d 1111 G ifard S t.. Phil4W$

Published by National
School of Elocution and Oratory. Sent, post-paid :
paper, 3 5 c . ; cloth, 75c. J . W. SHOEMAKER ic CO.

H. C. L E V EN SA L ER , M .D .,
Devotes his atte n tio n to th e P R A C T IC E o f MEDI
CIN E and SURGERY.
TZT Residence and Office. L evensaler Block |Maln
Street.

Y O U N G ’S

COMPOUND OXYGEN
7 ^ X 2
Consumption, Catarrh.

record of Remarkable eures in
Neuralgia and other Chronic
Oxygen Treatment now ready
STARKEY & PALEN, llu9 a
adclphia, Pa.

C ash C a p ita l - - 8 5 0 0 ,0 0 0 .

T H O M A S T O N , M A IN E ,

O S . L Y D IA E . E IN K H A M ,

We want an A gent in this County to whom w e will
pay a salary of $100 per month and expenses to sell our
wonderful invention. S a m p le f r e e . Address at once
SUERMAN & CO., Ma r sh a ll , Michigan .
D4 w6

BOSTON

postmaster m this State, died very sudden- da..rt
b J
lv nt Gorham Monday evening. lie h a d ! fn this city, Jan. 26th. Fannie B., daughter of Benjabut n short time since recovered from »
serious illness, hut of late has performed years, 5 months and 12 days.
Jan. 18th, Rev. W inthrop O. Thomas.
his regular duties. Sunday he attended In Camden,
Thomaston, Jan. v4tli, Mr. W illiam Adams, aged
ehurelf twice, apparently in good health. HOIn
V IN A L H A V E N .
years, 2 months and 24 days.
E . P. W alker Esq., is preparing to build a new His age was eighty-four.

T'degraph.

A H O U S E H O L D N E E D ! —A book on Malarial
Diseases and Liver Complaints, s e n t F R E E . Address
D r. Sanford, 162 Broadway, New York City.
4w*J

c . hTevans

but p u t y o u r tru st in th a t sim ple, pure rem edy, notices, hoyoud the date, name and age, m ust be paid
H op B itte rs; th a t cures alw ays a t a trifling cost, i for at the rate of 5 cents a line. Poetry 6 cts. per line.]
and you will see good tim es and have health. See
. ........... ......
.
—
another column.
...
„ .■ ....
_
i _
T_.i_t.-tx_
t— ni.i.
v - . Gould,
of Qeorgc
In
this city, Jan.
21st, A.lbert
H . and and L. G. Torrey, aged 3 years, 4 months and
21 days.
Cornelius Waters, sail! to he the oldest In ih i. city, J»n. 25th, George Edward, .on o f Albert
. .1 • c . »
r j
1
i P. and Alice D. Holmes, aged 6 years, 9 months and 8

preparation has received so much
Probably i
from its p a trons nor is so deserving of comoundation as Hall’s Lbiir Renewer! W e but echo the
oice of the millions who have used it when we pro
nounce it the best H air Dressing in the world. It
stands unrivalled. Those who are affected with disof the scalp accompanied with
itching or
or irritairrita 
rith itching
tion, find reliefand renewal in this
is invaluable remedy.
When the hair is inclined to fall on, a mu<u-rjtu u.c or
the Renewer will strengthen the
lie r.wir. or tl.c lialr,
anu H .-.^rve
, . tenUense in ti.rt,
gray, it w ill rca

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

The great demand for them has caused a number of unscrupulous parties to maka and sell worthless Imi
tations under similar sounding names. As the market is flooded wfth inferior plasters selling at any price, it
is important fo r.th e consumer to know which is the best. I t Is well known that some of the cheap plasters
have been examined and found to contain injurious ingredients wbicli makes them dangerous to use, causing
paralysis aud other diseases. C A U T IO N —See that the word CAPCINE on each plaster is correctly apelled.
S E A B U R Y & JO H N S O N , P h a r m a c e u tic a l C h e m is ts . N e w Y o rk . P R I C E 2 5 C TS.
4w3

AGENTS READ T H IS !

Net gain for the y ear...................................
A H O U SE H O L D N E E I ^ .
A book on the Liver, its diseases amQffneir treat
ment sent Free. Including treatises upon Liver Com
plaints, Torpid Liver, Jaundice, Biliousness, Head
ache, Constipation, Dyspepsia, Malaria, &e.,. A ddress
Dr. Sanford.
roadway, New York City, New
York.
9

BOSTON, MASS.
P. S. For Females this is an Invaluable remedy,

CALL AND T R Y T H E M ..» g , wj

1’6m

About 3500 laborers are employed on the
Kennebec in cutting ice. T>be wages of J. P. COWLES, M. D„
tlie men have been increased. Gangs are
P h y s ic ia n & S u rg e o n ,
employed all night.
CA M D EN
M A IN E i
At Augusta last Monday morning Jason
I’. Scribner was brought before tho ad
journed term of the Supreme Court, Judge
Libbey presiding, and was sentenced to
hard labor in tile State Prison for life. It
will lie remembered that Scribner made an
attempt to murder his wife and family May
11th, 1878. Two of the children died, but
the rest survived. The prisoner has had
three trials, and at the last, in October,
was found guilty of murder in the first de
gree. His counsel filed exceptions, so that
sentence was delayed till the present time.
He received his sentence with considerable
agitation.

A Word to those who use Porous Plaster. I t is a universally acknowledged fact

All of the Choicest FRUITS in their
Season!

O R O C E R IE S ,

D U M IS T K Y

POROUS

For the cure of all forms of nervous disorders arising
from indigestion, including headache, sleeplessness
palpitation of the heart, confusion o f thought, deter
mination o f blood to the head, failure of memory, &<■.,
thia remedy is warranted to cure eases o f long 'stand
ing. Sent post-paid to any address upon receipt of
T H I R T Y C E N T S.

First-C lass T e as and Coffee

A tto rn e y? CommI M L a i.

R e l ig io u s .—The funeral of Rev. Winthrop
Thomas was postponed from Tuesday to Thursday
of last week on account of the storm of Tuesday.
There were in attendance our own clergy, and
ministers from Rockland and Thomaston, the ex"
ercises being somewhat prolonged and impres
sive.
On Sabbath evening last, there was a Sunday
school concert at the Congregational church by the
Sunday school of that parish. The exercises were
based upon the concert review services, of the
seven past years study, and were throughout ex
ceedingly interesting, every one acting their part
so admirably well that it would be hardly just to
particularize,without giving the whole programme,
which would he too lengthy for this communica
tion. This school is in a flourishing condition un
der the superintendancc of C. M. Barstow.
N e w L aw F ir m .—A copartnership has been
formed between T. R. Simonton Esq. and Wilfred
Rich, a native o f Brooks if we mistake not. T.
R. Simonton is well known in this community and
therefore needs no word from us. Mr. Rich is a
young man of pleasing address, was a student in
the office of Hon. A. W . Paine of Bangor who
speaks in unqualified terms of young Rich’s per
sistent application as a student, good appreciation
of law , general and specific; and of his moral in
tegrity as a man.
Mr. Simonton has made additions to his office,
and Mr. Rich will devote his whole time to his
profession, Mr. Simonton devoting what time he
has to spare, from other duties, in th* same di
rection.
Mr. Rich was admitted to the bar, at the Jan
uary term of Penobscot County court.
Speak
for the above firm a prosperous future.
A l l S o rts .— On Thursday of last week our fox
hunters were out, notwithstanding the deep snow.
W. W . Perry, Esq., our representative to the
legislature at Augusta, returned home on Monday
evening last.
At Twombly lodge, I. O. of G. T., delegates
were elected to attend the D. L. to lie held with
Fraternity lodge Rockland, on the 11th of Feb.
next. There will probably be a full delegation in
attendance, if the weather and traveling is fair.
The two vessels, three-fourths of the John James,
and one-half of the John Ripley, which were sold
at public auction last Tuesday, were purchased by
George Alexander.

p T n e iiitT

£ A P C I N .E | pl a st e r

W . H . H a rrin g to n !

ALSO A FINE STOCK OF

FRENGH,

T hom aston, Me.

T Z R ,
T V E It V ’ E P I L L S .

FLORIDA ORANGES

L E T T E R H E A D S,

F R E IG H T B IL L S ,,

1 K Krth
.i, 50
CE>iTS. Satisfaction guaranteed
tninraiifwiii In
in every
ovovw
rise^o
rt ^’ENTS-

Denison’s Patent Tags
A T BOSTON PRICES.

Shipping Tags of all Grades.

Tags
S h ap in g Tags

s

Tags
rtintgj at tin

®he j u r i s t .
Q uestions , suggestion?, information, records of ex
perience, notes o r articles on any departm ent of flori
culture, are cordially invited from all cultivators and
lovers of flowers. All ..such should be addressed to
•* Editor of Floral Departm ent,” at this office.

T H E ROMAN HYACINTH.
MRS. J . I I . ADDITOX.

In commencing the cultivation of this
bulb for the first time this season, we ex
pected to find it much inferior to the later
blooming varieties, as all that has been
claimed for it by florists, is the fact that it
blossomed a month earlier than the other
kinds, and we were snprised and delighted
with its fragrance, its free blooming quali
ties and the length of time it remained in
bloom. The bulbs (bought.of Peter Hen
derson), were placed in the earlli in Septem
ber some, of them blossomed the 26th of
December, and are still putting up their
third and even fourth spike of bloom, nor
are they very much ltehind other varieties
in point of size.
The catalogues, which usually exaggerate
the good qualities of bulbs, seeds and plants
hardly do justice to this bulb which gives
their waxy blossoms so freely nt a sea
son of the year when flowers are so
scarce yet in such great demand, bio
one bnlb failed of at least two spikes
of bloom, and the time of its blossoming
can be retardod until late in the season at
pleasure. The boxes or pots of these bulbs
will be sufficiently ripened to place in a
cloeet.to make room for the seedlingswhich
will soon be planted for the garden border,
another advantage to those whose room is
limited, and we think any person who cul
tivates them one year, will never be with
out a few pots at least, as long as they try
parlor window gardening. After resting
through the summer we shall plant them
in the open border.where every spring they
will repay all the care we give them, with
their fragrant bells. Our climate is ad
mirably adapted to the culture of both Hya
cinths and Tulips out of doors.

T h e T railin g A rbutus in th e House.
The beauty and fragrance of the Arbutus
or May-flower, (Epigtra repeus), are wide
ly known, and many wonder why it is not
cultivated, until they have made successful
attempts to transfer it to their garden. We
have transplanted it repeatedly, and always
failed. It does not flourish in the same
border with cultivated flowers, either in the
shade or sunshine. It withers in garden
soil. Manure is death to it. Transplanted
to the cemetery-lot, the leaves turn brown
and die. It is coy under all the wooing
arts of the gardener, and delights not iu
cold-frames or forcing houses. Madam,
who is not a gardener, said she could make
it live. She knew she could. “ She would
like to see the plant she could not halter
break, and make it go under saddle.” She
had n considerable to say about studying
nature, the habits of plants, and the Trail
ing Arbutus growing on the north side of
hills, courting the shadow of ledges and
creeping under moss and herbage.I thought
the plants would keep for a time, and
fill a vacant place in the window even if the
experiment added to the repeated failures.
Late in October she procured the desired
plants fresh from the woods with a quantity
of the leaf-mold, and gravelly soil in which
they grew. She put a part of them in the
Wardian case in a bed of moss, with ferns,
Twinberry, Adders-tongue, tyul other plants
that love the shade. The Arbutus took
kindly to the new atmosphere, and very
soon began to make new shoots and leaves,
and it is now the gem of the collection, and
the admiration of the household. The
other plants were put in a bed of leaf-mold
in a soup-plate, two or three inches deep,
and club-moss was trained around the edge
of the plate for a border, making the dish
a very pretty ornament. This dish has
been kept in a room without fire, at a tem
perature varying from forty to sixty, under
shelves appropriated to other plants. It
does not receive the direct rays of the sun,
but has plenty of light. It is watered two
or three times a week, and the mold is kept
moist. The plants evidently think April
has come, though it is mid-winter, for the
leaves are starting and the pink blossom
buds are in sight. We give it up—Madam
has a triumph.

H 0 N E Y S IS K L E 8 .
Among all flowers, none are more com
mon, none more classic in flower-lore,
none more prized, by prince, poet or peas
ant, than the Honeysuckle. Its poetic
name is the Woodbine, but so poular is the
commen name, Honeysuckle, that it is ap
plied to very many different plants in all
parts of the country. The botanical name,
Lonicera, was given in honor of Lokiceb,
a German botanist, who died about three
hundred years ago.
The family of Loniccras (Honeysuckles.)
embraces a large number of varieties, the
best of which we show in our Colored Plate
this month.
No. 1 is L . Halliana, a valuable variety
introduced into this country from Japan by
Mr. H all. Even as far North as this it is
almost an evergreen. The foliage is clean
and handsome, and the flowers very frag
rant. They are pure white when first open
but assume a creamy yellow tinge in a few
days. This variety blooms almost continu
ously from June till frost. It is a rapid
grower, and excellent for high trellisses.
Specimens from twenty to thirty feet high
arc not unfrequently seen.
No. 2, L. .Beh'ptcn, or Monthly Fragrant,
producing a succession of flowers all sum
mer. I l is delightfully fragrant. The
flowers are borne in clusters on the termi
nal shoots. The buds are a purplish red.
The interior of the flower pure white, which
soon changes to a cream and from that to
an orange, giving the cluster a richly varie
gated appearance. With many this is the
favorite of the whole family. It is a tall,
strong grower, anti very free flowering.
No. 3, is the charm ing/,.atirca retictilaia,
(Golden veined.) This also is from Japan.
We have seen specimens covering a trellis
twenty feet high by three feet wide. It is
hardy as far North as this, and the bright
gold lacing of the foliage make it very de
sirable either as a climber, or when pegged
down for an edging plant. The flowers are
light yellow.
No. 4, L . sempervirens, (Scarlet Trum
pet.) This is a native of this country; per
fectly hardy, nnd the one most commonly
seen. I t is evergreen South, but deciduous
North. The flowers are long, tubular, and
in clusters. Bright scarlet without, and
tinged with orange within. It is without
fragrance, however. Itjis a rapid, strong
grower, and in jbloom from June to Novem
ber. The contrast of the dark, glossy foli
age and the bright clusters of flowers make
it very desirable.
In addition to the above there are a num
ber of varieties worthy of cultivation,
among them tho Yellow Trumpet, which is
similar to No. 4, except in the color of the
flowers. L. Fcridymcnum, or English
Woodbine, with fragrant, yellow flowers,
blooming in June.

Flow ers fo r Personal A dornm ent.
A lady friend ornamented her very be
witching caps with carefully dried ever
lasting flowers of pink, white and yellow
Rhodanthes and Helicbrysums. They are
gathered when fully blown on a fine 'day,
and sre carefully dried in a warm room.
They are of course far more delicate and
pretty than any artificial flowers.
The mention of artifical flowers reminds
ns of an anecdote which I heard last week.
A lady at a dinner party wore a breast knot
of artificial Koses. In the interval before
dinner, when the children were present in
the drawing room, a little girl was attract
ed by the flowers, and after examining
them, exclaimed, “ Why, your Roses don’t
im ell sweet like papa’s! They are only
rag!”—

LONG A FTERW ARD.
" Your coldness hurts Mrs. Lincoln,' said
one lady to another.
" I 'm sorry,” answered Mrs. Arnold, the
lady to whom the remark was addressed,
but the admission of a regret was not made
with any feeling.
“ Why do you treat her with such dis
tant reserve, Mrs. Arnold? I've noticed
this a number of times. She is a lively
character—so intelligent, so refined and
with such a sweet spirit toward every one.
The fault must be in yourself if there is
any natural repulsion.”’
It was an intimate friend who spoke, and
the closing sentence was |uttered with a
smile.
“ In that you may be right,” said Mrs.
Arnold, half smiling in return.
“ Then there is a certain repulsion?"
“ Yes.”
“ I call that singular. To me it seems
that you were born friends. Your tastes
and sympathies run on the same general
subjects. I am sure if you know each other
as well as I know you both you would be
come closely knit in friendship. I must get
you into a closer acquaintance with Mrs.
Lincoln.”
“ I would prefer remaining at my pres
ent distance,” replied Mrs. Arnold.
“ I am surprised to hear you speak so
decidedly. Mrs. Lincoln admired you; I
have heard her say so; and she desires to
know you more intimately than she now
does."
“ That she nevar w ill! ” nnd Mrs. Ar
nold’s brow began to gather darkly.
“ What's the matter ? What do yon know
about Mrs. Lincoln that sets her beyond
the limit of your friendly acquaintance? ”
“ The truth is,” said Mrs. Arnold, “ I ’ve
got a grudge against her. There was a
time when it would not gratify her social
pride to call me her friend, and she treated
me accordingly. She was a woman when
I was a child.”
•• Well, go on.”
Mrs. Arnold had paused, for she was con
scious that her cheeks were burning, that
her voice was losing its steadiness of tone.
At length she said:
“ There may be pride and weakness in
the case, but no matter! Thus it stands;
I was a quick, intelligent child, but very
sensitive. Mrs. Lincoln visited my moth
er, nnd I often met her in the parlor where
company was present. I was really fascin
ated with her, and even thought her the
loveliest lady I had ever seen.
“ One day when she was at our house I
sat listening to the conversation that was
passing between her nnd some ft iends of
my mother, and Mrs. Lincoln, in speaking
of prevalent human weakness, quoted this
couplet from I’ope:

er to cut so deeply, I would have sought you
years ago to repair the wrong.”
This was unexpected. There was no
time to reconstruct the barrier which Mrs.
Lincoln had suddenly thrown down. No
time to gather up the broken chain of ill
will nnd unite the links. The teDder and
true feelings in Mrs. Arnold’s heart respond
ed at once. She was softened to tears. Her
mother's name had touched her like a talis
man—"M y best friend, I loved her as a
sister.”
These words disarmed her.
“ Let the past be forgotten,” she answered
resolutely.
" Forgotten nnd forgiven both, be friends
in the true acceptation of tho word. My
heart, even without recognizing in yon the
child of my old friend, has been drawing
toward you steadily. It perceived in you
something congenial; and now, may I not
receivo from your lips a kiss of forgive
ness ? ”
Mrs. Arnold bent toward her.
“ Let it be genuine,” said Mrs. Lincoln;
and it was. In that kiss tho old pain of
wounded pride was forever extinguished.
IIow long it had rankled 1
A single hasty, ill spoken word ! What
years of bitterness may it not give to some
weak h ea rt! We fling out hard sentences
in the heat of sudden anger thnt may hurt
like hammer strokes, nnd in most cases for
get that such blows were given. But they
make memory against us retentive by
pain.
F or the Gazette.

T he G reat Crime.

IM P O R T A N T

Frorrfa"Distinguished Physician.

Maine C entral

Without Dosing—The Better Way

VTO single disease has entailed more suffering or hastened tho breaking up of the constitution than
Catarrh. The sense or smell, of taste, of sight, of hear
ing, the human voice, tho mind, one or more and some
times all yield to its destructive Influence. The poison It
distributes throughout tho system atacka every vital
force, and breaks up the most robust of co"M'wtUns.
Ignored because butllttlo understood bv i
clans, lmpotently assailed by quacks and charlatans.
____________
■
fcrlQ_g from It hnvo
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hope to '1
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opular treatment of t _________________
terrible disease by remedies
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hands aat
t once com
petent and trustworthy. The new and hitherto untried
method adopted b^D'r. Sanford in tho preparation of
his Radical (
a my hearty approval.
lleve It likely to succeed when all tlie usual remedies
fall, because it strikes at the root of the disease, viz.,
the
blood, while it heals the ulcerated mem
brane by direct application to the nasal passages. Its
action Is based on certain fixed rules, and unless the
vital forces arc too far exhausted, must, in tho great
majority of cases, effect a

a

UNIVERSAL SATISFACTION.

BOOTS & SHOES.

JO HN LOVEJOY,

C
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F ir e a n d L ife I n s u r a n c e
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Berry Block, (Lime Rock Bank Stairway,)

CLOTHING.

MAIN ST -,

These remedies, which n
exponents •
L A C K IN G T O N O . E.,C lothing,H ats, Caps and
C u re b y A b s o r p tio n a opposed to D o sin g , have
Furnishing Goods. 215 Main street, Frye’s Block
been p roved the cheapest ind Most Effectual Remedy
for A ll Diseases A rising from Malaria or a Disor
dered Stom ach or Liver, and it is a well-known fact
that uenrly all the diseases th at attack the human body
can be traced directly or indirectly to these two organs. T T L E E K S , A . R O SS, Crockery and Glass W are,
It is known by actual experience that there is no disYY Gas Fixtures, etc, 250 Main street.
ease th at attacks the youth or adult o f both sexes that
can even be modified by the use of diugs, but that can
be acted on in a f a r more satisfactory and permanent
manner by the H O LM A N L IV E D PAD CO.'S
R E M E D IE S .
A N D E R S O N , J . W ., Manufacturer of Corn Cakes
and Confectlonery,--Gregory Block—N orth End.

that we never sold a similar preparation that gave sucli
universal satisfaction. We have to learn the tlrst com
plaint yet.
We are not In the habit of recommending patent
medicines, but your preparation meets the wants of
thousands, and we think those afflicted should be con
vinced of Its great merit so that their suffering will be
relieved. We have been in the drug business for the
past twelve years constantly, and soldeverything for
Catarrh, but yours leads all the rest. If you sec proper
you can use this letter or any part of It that you wish.
\ ery truly yours,
S. I). BALDW IN & CO.
Wholesale ana Retail Dealers in Drugs. Books and
Stationery, Washlngton, Ind., Feb. 23, 137G.
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SANFORD’S RADICAL CURE

R ailroad.

Draughting^ o f all kinds done to order. Estimates
C o m m e n c in g J a n . 2 0 , 1 8 8 0 .
of earth and stone excavations—highway bridges, ±c.
W ork out o f the city done promptly, and at satisfactory
ASSENGER trains leave Bath at 11.05 a. m., after rates.
arrival of train leaving Rockland at 8.15 a. m., con
. Patent medicines. 331 Main fc
Office with Hurricane Granite Company.
necting at Brunswick for Lewiston, Farmington, AuSkowhegan and B angor; at Yarmouth with G.T.
. at W estbrook with P. & IL, a t B. & M. Junction
. Druggist, Cor. Main and Lime Rock Sts.
with train on Boston & Maine, and at Portland with
trains on Eastern Railroad, arriving in Boston 5.30 p.m
Afternoon train leaves Bath 4.00 p. m., (after arrivi l
o f train leaving Rockland 1.15 p. m.,) connecting at
Brunswick for Lewiston, Augusta, and Portland.
Morning Train leaves Portland 7.00; arrives at Bath
35 a. m:, connecting to Rockland.
O LSON & R U O A D E S , Boots, Shoes, Hats, Caps,
&JSX(Successor to J . G. Lovejoy,)
Through Trains leave Portland, 12.35 p. ra., after ar
and Men’s Furnishing Goods. 351 Main street.
rival of trains from Boston; arrive a t Bath, 2.20 p. m.
to Rockland.
E N T W O R T H , T . A ., Boots, Shoes, Hats, Caps, connecting
Froight Trains each way daily,
Furs and Furnishing Goods. 243 Main street.
„ T
PAYSON TUCKER, Supt.
Ja n . 26,1880.
4$
1st and Dealer In

L IV E R A N D A G U E PAD
Medicinal Absorptive
BODY 4 FOOT PL A ST E R S,
and ABSORPTIOJY S A L T
for Medicated Foot Balks.

Civil E n g in e e r aud Land Surveyor,
R o c k la n d , M e.

A PO TH EC A R IES.

HO LM AN

GEO. BEARD. M. D.
Nobscott Block, So. F ramingham ,~<JcT.Y7i S74.

TITAY safely claim to be one of tho few popular remoIU . dies receiving the approval of medical gentlemen,
who, in private, not only ft-eely recommend it but use
it in their families In preference to any of the prepara
tions usually prescribed by physicians.
•*You are aware,” said distlngulsht d city phvslclnn,
“ that my obligations to the Mass. Medical Society are
such that I cannot publicly recommend or prescribe tho
Radical Cure; but since I received so'm uch relief from
the use of it myself, after a thorough trial of tlie usual
remedies, I have privately advised its use, and presume
I have sent to your store no less than one hundred of
y patients for It.”

A. D. B L A C K IST 0N 7

H a ilr o a d s 4* S te a m b o a ts
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CROCKERY.

CON FECTIO NERY M A N F ’S-

N u m b er less C a se s, F in a lly A c
k n o w le d g e d to b e B ey o n d th e
lt c a c li o f m e d ic in e , h a v e b een
S a v ed u n d e r th e m ild A ctio n or C U M O K T O N B R O T H E R S . Jobbers aud
O ers of D ry Goods,
245 Main street.
T h e s e R e m e d ie s A lo n e.
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Boston & B a n g o r.

W IN T E R A R R A N G E M E N T,
T

BOOTS,
SH O ES, RUBBERS,
JIoccMiM, Sole L eather, W ax Leather French ’
aud A m erican Calf Skins. Machine Beltina
Linings and Shoe Findings
J a n . 1,1879.

BURPEE & HAHN,

D R Y GOODS.

H busb S h ip s S io P a in te r s ,

Retail-

G rainers and P aper H angers.
STEAMER KATAHD1N,
Nothing in the History of America in the
C A P T . W . R. R O IX ,
Nineteenth Century will afford the future
Address,
Will leave W interport for Boston every MONDAY at
H OLM A N L IV E R P A D CO.,
historian matter of more intense interest,
T Y U R P E E , N . A . A S. H ., Parlor and Chamber 12 3o 1‘. M„ arriving a t ROCKLAND about 5 o’clock.
Main St. ° iT X F bZ&
I l l and 119 M iddle Street, Portland, Maine.
Returning, will leave Lincoln’s Wharf, foot of Battery
Furniture, Caskets and Coffins. 290 Main street.
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street, Boston, for W interport, every THURSDAY
at 51*. M., arriving at Rockland every FRID A Y morn
and domestic jurisprudence, or the jurist in
ing about 5 o’clock.
T h o rn d ike H o tel,
Tickets sold on each Steamer for Lowell, Philadel
the slow process of evolving in the adminis Each’package contains Dr. Sanford's Improved Inhal
A G E N T FO R R O C K L A N D .
phia, Baltimore anil Washington, and baggage cheeked R O C K L A N D , M A IN E .
Tube, and full directions for use in all eases. I’rlce,
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T J1 A R R A N D Si. S P E A R , Flour, Corn, Groceries,
S T IL L A N O T H E R
of law which' are ultimately to prevail in
Agent’ up-town office 1 Sea St., under Thorn_C Paints, Oil, Cordage, etc., 121 Main street.
dike Hotel.
this grand republic of ours, and to become
Rockland, Jan. 1 , 1SS0.
Q A F F O R D , G . A ., Flour, Com, Feed. Family
tlie shield of liberty in all the future, than
O Groceries, etc., 211 Main St., A t the Brook.
W.
the attempted revolution in Maine, under
N a tw r c A g a i n D isc lo se s H e r S e c re ts f o r th e
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cover of the forms of law, and loud profes
FIR E, MARINE, LIFE,
sions of love and veneration for the same
-A N D How the Suffering May Find Relief.
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the healing art. Unless the vital spark has fled the body,
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C H A S . H O U G H T O N Rockland, June 14, 1879.
restoration by means of electricity is possible. Itlsth e
in tlie secresy and silence of tho Council last
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said, looking into Mrs. Lincoln’s face, “ It to the Supreme Court, for its opinion of this respect our Plaster Is the best iu use without the
found relief after tlie first trial, and iu a short
is • reigns,’ ma’am.” Her eyes burned, their conduct, and when the answer came aid of electricity.
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was entirely cured.
flashing on me, in an instant, and with an
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first payment at date of purchase is one-tenth of
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“ Only a few days since.”
Celery has only conic into public notice within the
last few years as a nervine, but scientific experiments
“ And' she has carried the memory of that ion of the American people. It is the same
and experience have proved beyond a doubt that it
EM ILE BARBIER & CO.,
hasty rebuke rankling in her heart ever throughout the land; and it has assumed
controls nervous irritation and periodic nervous and
since?”
headache to a marked degree.
awarded the F irst Premium at State Fair, 1870.
such alarmingproportions.such reckless dar. TAMARACK BITTERS. sick
But a combination of the EXTRACT OF CELERY
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“Ever since,” said the lady.
This well-known establishment Is conducted by a
HIS great health-restoring and life-preserving com and C h a m om ile , which has been but recently in
ing on the part of the lawless and unprinci
first-class French Dyer.
“ Ah. if we conld recall our hasty words
pound is prepared with exquisite care from Roots, troduced to tho profession and the public by myself,
Any kind of Dress Goods, in the piece or made into
Gums and Plants culled from forest and field,
has produced such marvellous results in curing ner
so ns to take away their power to do harm, pled, that to day it threatens tlie existence and Barks,
garments, dyed, cleansed and retinished. Gents’, gar
combined on scientific piinciples, regardless oi vousness and headaches, and especially nervous and
what a blessed- thing it would be! But of free institutions.’ How shall the peril be expense,
ments dyed, cleansed, repaired and pressed ready to
with a determination to place within the reach sick headaches, neuralgia, indigestion and sleepless
wear. Carpets and Lace Curtains cleansed. Bend for
where is she? I must bring her, if possible averted? is the great question of the hour. of all the most perfect Alterative Gentle Stimulator, ness, that it bus excited public attention and new spa
A H A R D C A SE C U R E D .
circular and price list. Velvet Trimmings o f Sleighs
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Invigorator, Stomach Rectifyer, Kidney Regula- per comments; and, therefore, I give the following in
in a better state of mind.”
dyed and restored to their primitive color without
A nsonia , Conn., Aug. 1, 1879.
formation to the public to avoid answering hundreds
It must be met and answered in one of two
ripping.
D r . B riggs & C o .:
“ You have met Mrs. Arnold?”
of letters o f inquiry about them :
Gents,—A fter having suffered about 11 years as a re
become regular, the kidneys stimulated, tin
My Celery and Chamomile Pills, for the cure of
O. A . W IG G I N , A g e n t fo r R o c k la n d ,
“ Mrs. Arnold! Can it be possible? Sure ways, and in favor of free institutions. The bowels
blood becomes pure and rich, all blemishes and humors headaches and nervousness, are prepared under my sult of having a p air of boots made to fit my fancy in
WM. COOK, Agent for Thomaston.
ly she is not the daughter of my old friend ballot box or tlie cartridge box must deter disappear and every impurity is carried off by nature’s supervision,
and arc intended expressly to cure head stead of my feet, the result of which was painful bun
E . A . DANA, Agent for Waldoboro.
ions, bard and soft corns, a sore instep, and two in
Mrs. Willis? She is not little Emily I have mine it. Which shall it be, freemen of gates. T he w ear and tear of busiuess or excessive aches, neuralgia, indigestion, sleeplessness and nerv growing
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N E A. HALL, Agent for Damariscotta Mills.
nails, I have cut and destroyed more than $150
pleasure produce a tremendous draft upon tlie nervous ousness, and will cure any case where no organic dis
E . W . DUNBAR, Agent for Damariscotta.
thought of many times, and always with a Maine? Let yonr answer be prompt and and
muscular system, to offset which wenoed a reliable ease of the brain or spinal cord exists. Hundreds of worth of boots in the past 11 years, and paid to real
J . S. GREEN LEA F, Agent for Wiscasset.
troubled memory?”
agreeable, sustaining nervine tonic, else we succumb cases o f many years’ standiug have been cured. No and pretended chiropodists nearly $200; spent over
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emphatic. The crisis in Maine has been to overtasked N ature, and a general breaking up and m atter how chronic or obstinate the case may be, a $50 for caustic salves and plasters which were not of
“ The same.”
wasting away from Nervous Debility, Impaired Di
cure is m orally certain. This statement is $5 benefit to me in effect. You may iraagii
“ And all these years she has not forgot met with a firmness of purpose which has gestion, Sluggish Kidneys, Urinary or Uterine Derange permanent
made after years of experience in their use iu the gen dition I was in when your ageuts, Messrs. Hillhouse &
Pemberton, induced me to try your Bunion Balsam
ten nor forgiven my fault. I must have saved the state from anarchy,and reinstated ments, Torpid Liver, Constipated Bowels, Thin and eral practice of medicine.
:
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W atery Blood, Humors and Impurities, take the place
These pills are also valuable for school children who and Sure Corn Cure, by agreeing to refund the money
** I
wounded her sorely.”
■ f ev' X
not satisfactory; also your Radical Cure for In
your duties, avoid stimulants aud taiie
«
constitutional government. But the par of former healthy secretions, Night Sweats, Hollow suffer from neryous headaches, caused by an over if
Cough, Emaciated Features nnd Frame, show conclu worked brain iu their studies, and for all classes of growing nails. Both have proved eminently success“ You did. Her’s seems to be one of
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V&V
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the rapid march of the Fell Destroyer, who has hard brain workers, whose over-taxed nervous centres
those proudly sensitive natures into wbicli ties remain the same in all their essentials. sively
the victim thoroughly clasped in his embrace. But need repair and sedation. Nervous tremor, weakness permanently cured, as I now have my boots to fit 1
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all impression made upon a child’s mind
If you are a man of letters, tolling over your midnight
Tamarack Bitters will loosen the monster’s hold, build and paralysis are being daily cured by these pills. feet. I most cordially recommend your remedies, a
most sincerely thank you for the benefit I have
work, to restore brain nerve and waste, use
would remain in such distinctiveness and the hearts of tho people,and from the peril up the weakened frame, restore tiie shattered nerves, They correct costiveness, bu t arc not purgative.
cast out im purities. Therefore, ye sufferers, who value
Directions on each box. Price 50 cents, or six boxes ceived. Send me by express a bottle of your Deodor
force, through sojmany years. What a les ous edge of anarchy and Revolution from health,
happiness and long life, should procure at
for $2.50, postage free to any address. No order filled izing Foot Lotion.
Very Resp’y Yours,
son it is!"
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vegetable tonic on earth. unless accompanied by the money. For sale by all
If
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are young and suffering from any Indiscretion
TH O S. H. DERMONT.
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---by D ruggists, and warranted purer, richer, and wholesale and retail druggists. Depot, No. 10G North
o r dissipation; If you aro married or single, old o r
“ I wish it were possible for you to get which we have escaped enforce anew on Sold
young, suffering from poor health or languishing _
isessing more curative properties than any tonic yet Eutaw St., Baltimore, Md.
on a bed of sickness, rely on
near her, Mrs. Lincoln, and let her feel the popular heart, “that eternal vigilance is
sented. Sold in 'Rockland by E . Merrill, W . U.
C. W . BENSON, M. D.
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what a good, kind heart you have. She the price of liberty,” nnd ever will be. it tr edge.
in my p ra c tic e
W OV 'B W IL W S !
has admirable qualities. And I am sure That the Freeman’s duties are life-long
and b y th e p u b lic ,
P A R S O N S , B A N G S & CO-,
that if this barrier was removed, yon nnd are essential to perpetuate liberty as an
[ the discharges I
Whocveryou are. wherever you are, whenever yon feel
more than 35 years,
■ W lio le s a le D r u g g i s t s ,
th a t yonr system needs cleansing, toning o r _
would be friends.”
unprecedented results.
stimulating, without inioxicatSiy, t&ko
117 & 119 Middle St., Portlaud, Me. ___ >, and it is sometimes very difficult of removal, par
“ Oh, it must be removed,” said Mrs. inheritance to the future. So let it be.
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Catarrh Expeller.

B

“ There’s a lady in the parlor,” said a
servant, coming to the door of Mrs. Ar
nold’s room. “ And here is her card,
ma’am.”
Mrs. Arnold took tlie card and read the
name of Mrs. Lincoln. She stood for some
time irresolute. It was on her lips to say,
“ ask her to excuse me—I am engaged,”
but she was not engaged, and moreover,
since her communication to tlie friend who
had spoken so favorably of Mrs. Lincoln,
she had felt less satisfied with herself. It
seemed like a vindictive spirit thus to cher
ish ill-will through so many years.
“ Say that I will be down in a fow min
utes.”
It cost her an effort to utter this, but it
was said—the meeting must take place.
She sat in a disturbed state of mind some
time before venturing to go down stairs.
Then, with what self-posession she could
assume, she went to meet the woman who,
twenty years ago, wounded her so deeply
that the pain had not yet died out of her
consciousness,
The two ladies stood face to face, and
hand in hand. The name of Mrs. Arnold
had been spoken warmly; that of Mrs.
Lincoln with an almost repeliant silence.
Mrs. Lincoln said, “ Yonr mother was my
best friend; I loved her as a Bister. Will
you not, for her sake, forgive the words
that hurt your pride, sent thoughtlessly
from my lips—words repented of almost as
soon as spoken, and regretted many, many
times ? Ob, if I bad dreamed of their pow-

S A IR
Singular—to see a garden walk.
Ministers of the interior—Cooks.
IIow to get along in the world—Walk.
A ship is in love—when she wants a
mate.
•
An heiress—The woman who goes np in
a balloon.
Job was probably the first doctor, as he
had patience.
Domestic Magazinos—wives who blow
up their husbands.
When a cat is so mad thnt her hair stands
on end she has a fur straight appearance.
A college student in rendering to his
father an account of his term expenses, in
serted : “ To charity, $30." Ilis father
wrote back: “ I fear charity covers a multi
tude of sins.”
G uilty o f Wrong.

E d w a r d M e r rill, R o c k l a n d .

ENEW EA
T his standard article Is compounded with the great
est care.
Its effects are as wonderful and satisfactory as ever.
I t restores gray or faded hair to its youthful color.
I t removes all eruptions, itching and dandruff; and
the scalp by its use becomes white and clean.
By its tonic properties it restores the capillary
glands to their normal vigor, preventing baldness, aud
making the hair grow thick and strong.
As a dressing nothing
been found so effectual,
or desirable. Dr. A . A. Hayes, State A ssayer of
Massachusetts, says of i t : “ I consider it the [best
preparation for its intended purposes.”

sight affected, a constant desire to expectorate. The
offensive fluid dropping down the throat causing al
most Incessant hawking and spitting with unsatisfacto
ry results. Osborne’s Catarrh Expeller is reliable.

W H O L E SA L E D EALERS IN

13

PORTLA N D , M E.

lias

H A IR A N D S C A L P

Dandruff Banishcr as a dressing for the purpose of
rendering th<?hair elegant aud glossy is unequalcd.
Its lile-giving merits upon the scalp follicles and bul
bous roots of the hair, is desirable to every person
having a true regard for the beautiful and nealtliful
condition of this magnificent and greatest of nature’s
adornments. Address MARION & COMPANY, New
ark. New Jersey. Sold by E. Merrill, W . II. Kittredge

C o m m is s io n e r s ’ N o tic e .
IIE undersigned, appointed by the Judge of

bate for the County of Knox, Commissionei
Treceive
and examine the claims of creditors against the
estate of A . T . LOW, late of Rockland, deceased, rep
resented insolvent, give notice that six months are al
lowed to said creoitors to present and prove thei
claims; and that they will be in session at T. P . Pierce’;
.Office in Rockluud, on the third Saturdays of each
For th e W h isk ers.
mouth, a t 2 o’clock iu the afternoon, for that purpos
SAMUEL BRYANT,
J . FRE D MERRILL.
This elegant preparation may be relied on to change
Rockland, A ug. 19,1879.
42
the color of the beard from gray or any other undesir
able shade, to brown or black, a t discretion. I t is
easily applied, being in one preparation, and quickly
and effectually produces a perm anent color which will
neither rub nor wash off.

B U C K IN G H A M ’S DYE-

C . L. B LA C K ,

Some people have a fashion of confusing excel
lent remedies with the large mass of “ patent
medicines," and in this they are guilty of a wrong.
M ANUFACTURED BY
There are some advertised remedies fully worth
R O C K L A N D , NUE.
ail that is asked for them, and one at least we
know of—Hop Bitters. The writer has had occa R. P. HALL & CO., N ashua, N. H. to.AU work will be faithfully and promptly attended
sion to use tlie Bitters in just such a climate at
O - Orders may be left or bandies sent to the
we have most of the year in Bay City, and lias al SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS AND DEALERS IN Eastern
Express Office.
31
ways found them to be lirst-class and reliable, do
MEDICINE.
The best boards in thejcity.
ing all that is claimed for them.—Tribune. I2w9

ANT DRUGGIST WILL TELL YOU ITS RKPVTATION.

NOPATENT NO PAY

PARSONS, BANGS & CO.,
Drugs, Druggists’ Sundries,Chemicals
Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Glues, &c.,
I I 7 & 1 1 9 M id d le S t..

A

S tr a n g e b u t W o n d e r fu lly T r n e .
People have limp’d around the earth,
Or sat and groaned beside the hearth,
Blaming the fate that gave them birth,
A nd gave them Corns and Bunions.
Many and various mixtures have been trie d ;
Sweet oil, perhaps, has been applied;
O r herbs gathered from the mountain side;
But nothing used is pleasing.
Tormented with Bunion, Corn, or Bruise,
Thousand of suff’rers heard the news,—
T he remedy th at meets their views
Is Dr. Briggs’s Bunion Balsam.
Bold by W . H . Kittredge and C. H . rcndlelon. 39

CITY B IL L POSTER.

M A G IC

L O T IO N

as a new, delightful and wonderful remedy, designed
aed w arranted to supercede all the pain relieving agents
yet discovered. This is strong language, but not inore
strange than true. Sold by E. derrill, W . H . Kit39
tredge

Pl
and Europe, at reduced rates. With our principa
Office located in Washington, directly opposite the
United States Patent Office, u e are able to attend to all
Patent Businesswith greater promptness and despatch
and less cost, than other patent attorneys, who arc at a
distance from Washington, and who have, therefore,
to employ " associate attorneys.”+ W c make prelim
inary examinations and furnish opinions a« to pat
entability, free of charge, and all who are interested
is sent free to any address, and contains complete in 
structions how to obtain Patents, and other valuable
matter. We refer to the German-American National
Bank, Washington. D. C.; the Royal Swedish, Nor
wegian, and Danith Legations, at Washington; Bon.
, — . Casey,
«----- »rlate
o courtor
claims;
Joseph
Chief Justice
U.
ce, ana
to the Officials o f the U. S. Patent Office,
and ttoo .Sena
tors and Members of Congressfrom every State.
• Iddress: I.O U 1 S DAGGER A C o ., Solicitor!
of Patents and Attorneys at Law, Lc Droit Building^

W ashington,» . C.

ease of the stomach, bowels, blood, liver or nerves t
You will bo cured If you use

T

I f you are simply weak and low spirited, try It! Buy it
Insist upon it. Your druggist keeps It.
I l m ay Have y o u r life . It h n 9 sa v e d hundreds.
Hop Cough Curait the (WNte&t, safest and best. Aik children.
The Hop Pad for Stomach, Liver and Kidneys, i s superior to all c’-hera.
It is perfect. Ask droggiiis.
D. I. C. Is an abaolnte andlrrwlsUhle cure for druakearaa, uaa of
opium,

T R A D E MARKThc G re a t Engr-T RA D E MARK
lis h R e m e d y ,w ill
promptly and radi
cally cure any and
every case of N er
vous Debility and
W eakness, result of
Indiscretion, excess
or overwork of the
brain and nervoua
system ; is perfectly
BEFORE TAKIMa.harmless, acts likeAFTER TJUUIB.
magic, and has boen extensively used for over thirty
years with great success.
«5~Full particulars in our pamphlet, which we de
sire to send free by mail to every one.
T he Specif
ic Medicine is sold by druggists at $1 per package, or
six packages for $5, or will be sent free by mail on re
ceipt of the money by addressing
T I I E G R A Y M E D IC IN E CO.,
No. 10 Mechanics’ Block, D etr o it , M icii .
A«“ Sold in Rockland by W . H. KITTREDGE,

J ob P

rinting

GILT EDGE Visiting Cards, in a neat P r o f f l^ t a n l M A t t i i s
case, printed and sold at this office. .

Office.

